
 

 

February 17, 2016 
Ginny R 

Dear Lady, 
There are so many things that I loved about Sunday – our most recent Path 

Day. Meeting you at the car. Seeing how you are dressed, feeling your mood. 
Sitting in your room with you & Blaise, Rachael, Monique, Bartleby, Valentine. 
Every way that you orchestrated the flow of the day, the expansion, the opening… 
you singlehandedly took us all into greater and greater consciousness where love 
makes us all feel united, and we are so humbled by the presence of Our Lord and 
our silly, little self. 

We are all in awe of you and your God-filled Presence.  You are so very 
inspiring to us all because you are “A Disciple”, and that’s what you are teaching us 
how to be… You are the Master Disciple, like the professional amateur. You just use 
your God-given human talents to construct an event and your connection to The 
Lady, Kalindi La Gourasana and Lord Gourasana comes gushing through you into 
our consciousness. Maybe The Host is coming to each of us and doing what They do 
to help us during our time with you. But we are doing our work by praying and 
facing ourselves, letting go and changing. 

Thank you so much for being with us like you are, for saying yes to such a 
huge undertaking, for making it seem so natural, for teaching us devotion for the 
sacred lives we have, for fulfilling Gourasana’s promise and breaking us free. 

Thank you for reading Karen’s faxes and recognizing her devotion for Kalindi. 
Thank you for saving Blaise from a lonely life of disconnect and darkness. 
Thank you for giving us masters, teachers, guides and buddies. 
Thank you for being so cool and hip with the music that you bring. 
Thank you for your undying support for the people of Australia. 
Thank you for having us “move forward and let God play our heart strings 

because we have found The Lord”.  
A million thank you’s.  
I love you so deeply and completely.                                 Ginny 

  



 

 

          February 14, 2016 
         Alaina Frankel 
Dear Lady, 
 Thank you for another miraculous Path day on Saturday. It is amazing that 
Blaise came back and I’m glad she did. As you once said, there is no safer place than 
here, in God’s Mission. When she came in the door I greeted her with a hug and 
welcomed her back.  

I can’t imagine the hell and darkness she has been living in after being so 
close with Gourasana for so long and then turning on the side of the illusion. I didn’t 
know all the details of how dark it all was and Blaise’s part of the darkness that 
caused the separation of the people in Australia. I am so, so sorry for the people 
there and all the ones that left. At the end of the day and during the meditation I 
was so devastated about the whole situation. I released so much. 

Thank you, Lady for holding us during this day in the highest consciousness. 
I loved how you read the progression of Blaise’s letters and then the letter from the 
person who was about to share. Everyone who spoke seemed to have forgiven Blaise 
for her actions. The music of 2 cellos between each speaker had such intensity that 
any thoughts I might have had about what was spoken got lifted up and off of me.  
Blaise has so much courage to come back. She has her work to do as does all of us, 
and I'm glad she will be close to you and that she lives with Ginny and Rachael for 
support.   
 One think that helped me to let go of my judgments, was to think of what 
Daniel had shared how you helped me to move from judgments into unconditional 
love. I have been praying to God to lift me up into a higher consciousness and I am 
offering up any judgments or concerns that come up. I also do Gotcha/Cutcha as 
soon as I see a judgment. 

The Forgiveness meditation was very incredible for me. I saw all the people 
in my past I hurt with my anger and I asked for their forgiveness and I saw all the 
people who have hurt me in my life and I forgave them. I completed that meditation 
with what feels like a clean slate in my consciousness. 

 
  



 

 

A poem from Hafiz:    
An Invisible Pile of Wood 

It is often nothing the Master says 
That keeps the desired fire in me alive 

Wherever the Master goes 
An invisible pile of wood tags along 
That he keeps throwing logs from 

Onto my Soul’s hearth. 
 

Thank you, Lady. I love you.  
Happy Birthday. 
 

Love, 
Alaina 

 
  



 

 

February 9, 2016 
Alexander Saager 
Munich 

Dear Lady, 
 I am still a fool, but gone is the somewhat depressing feeling of “being lost”. 
The Path Day with you has given me so much hope, support, inspiration and 
fortified my inner strength, that something in me completely shifted – a switch from 
my illusionary self to my true self while going through my surrender.  

Vince already had directed me to move “beyond Alex”. I didn’t understand 
until you showed us so vividly how applying spiritual consciousness in daily life and 
interactions with other people makes all the difference. I could clearly sense in me 
the difference between a material oriented focus -with some spiritual cream on top - 
versus living my life as a spiritual being that breathes exclusively through the 
umbilical cord between its soul and the Lord - no separate will, fully dependent on 
God and at the same time being all encompassing cared for by Him.  
I feel ecstasy while writing these lines and I can say now from my true self: “Yes, I – 
my soul - can”. It is very difficult, sometimes painful and fear threatening to give 
back my separate will, but I have no longer any doubts that it is absolutely possible 
for me and my friends on the Path to go Home in this lifetime. Your fiery response 
to Marian’s sharing left a deep brand in my heart, a nagging almost painful longing 
like a thorn stuck under my skin. I will never again question my soul’s sincere 
desire and my destiny with and in this mission. On the contrary, I have realized the 
blessings of having been chosen by Gourasana to guide me Home.  
 I am feeling now such an intimate and close relationship with the Lord. It 
illuminates my interactions with others, it enriches my speaking and I notice how I 
am growing more and more into becoming the “Pop” for Europe – a very natural role.  
 “Conscious Aging” is no longer an official program of the Munich Center but, 
following a recommendation of Juan, I am eager to help privately the Path people 
(and later whoever wants it from the congregation) in their preparation for old age 
like setting up “end of life” papers, financial support in retirement and other life 
matters. In a mixture of anxious joy and deep trust I am looking forward to speak at 
the June Seminar on celebration Sunday about my love for God and how I walked 



 

 

my path.  I have asked to continue my training as a meditation leader for public 
events.    
 I feel very close to you, dearest Lady, no matter whether I am in Munich or 
Denver. My efforts to let go, service and help are doubling. My love is blossoming, I 
genuinely feel care and compassion for other people. Soon I will start helping a man 
from Afghanistan, who lives in a refugee accommodation close to our house, 
embrace the difficulties of learning our language. 
 I was sincerely touched in my heart by the quotes you read from Hafiz and 
others. I have ordered the books and will devour them. I am hungry for God’s love 
and pray for His mercy to fill me more and more. I want to be with Him all of the 
time, while I am letting go of Alex, the man I see in the mirror vanishing for his 
true self to shine. 
 I am thirsty for the nectar of the next Path Day with you. I am counting the 
days while dancing in love for you and His sweet embrace.  
 

Yours eternally, 
 Alex,  

 
  



 

 

February 14, 2016 
Amanda Simons 

Dear Lady, 
What an incredible day.  I could not stop crying.  That something like this 

could happen in the midst of this illusory world is beyond words.  As I heard all the 
stories I had feelings of great shock and horror, but also a kind of empathy I don’t 
think I would have had even a few months ago.  My own encounter with the illusion 
seems mild by comparison, but it was a treacherous experience that is teaching me 
humility.  From that place, I was completely amazed at the transformation Blaise is 
going through.  Each time she spoke, I could feel her real remorse and pain while 
feeling the hand of God on her heart.  We were in a different world.  If we as a group 
of people can really manifest this kind of love, compassion, and forgiveness it will 
send currents through this field of consciousness that will make an undeniable 
impact on the whole.  I find it completely inspiring that we a moving in that 
direction, with your guidance. 

And thank you for showing the cello’s again and adding more cello’s.  I was in 
ecstasy.  I was raised on classical music, had the opportunity to hear YoYo Ma and 
Itzak Perlman and others live.  I don’t know how you do it, but you bring music of 
the soul to us and I am completely carried away by it into.  It is a great gift to us. 

My movement feels a little bit like being in warp drive.  It is really true that 
commitment and desire are the keys.  I used to teach this when I coached people.  
We called it putting a stake in the ground and taking a stand.  I took a stand 
against self-indulgence.  The mind wants to drag me into negativity and feeling 
alone, etc.  But my commitment is to turn away.  And I do not matter how many 
times the message is thrown in my face, but I am resolute in my desire to be with 
God and free of the binds of the illusion. 

I loved your discussion about the need for awareness.  I used to teach leaders 
how to coach and the frame of reference I used was learning to golf.  You go to a pro 
and he takes you out on the putting green with a bucket of balls.  He shows you 
where to stand, etc.  and you hit the bucket of balls as he corrects you.  Then he tells 
you to go practice.  You come to the next lesson and he repeats his correction and 
instruction, putting your body into the proper position.  At some point you become 



 

 

aware on your own of when your feet are in the wrong place, where your arm is, etc..  
Not until you can be self correcting have you achieved any real capacity to play golf.  
Or anything else.  Self awareness is the key to learning anything.  The more sharp 
my awareness about the illusion, the more choice I have.  So this last severe round 
with the illusion really increase my awareness of how it gets me in deeper ways.  
There are silver linings to these otherwise painful experience. 

I wanted to say something about Monique and her speaking.  It was perhaps 
the clearest I have ever heard her be and her message was clear and strong.  I too 
was troubled by the sentence in The Way of Transformation.  I have wondered if I 
can take another slap of that kind.  But Monique’s speaking helped me confront the 
fear inside and see that there truly is a difference between what I experienced in my 
early life and what a slap to the illusion does to free our souls to go Home.  I put my 
trust in you Lady because you have shown us over and over the way of purity and I 
feel beyond any question that with you I can find my way Home.  Durkheim’s words 
are more severe, but the essence is no different than the line in The Father’s prayer 
– Please. Take me, make break me, use me, fill me.  Thank you for telling us what 
you desire for sharing circles.  It was very helpful for me to hear that. 

The last thing I wish to share is what you spoke to Blaise is what I pray to 
come to in myself – to be humility.  The glimpses I have had in myself is that to be 
humility is to be love.  It feels like the greatest gift, the greatest truth, the greatest 
accomplishment I could possibly achieve.  I feel that I have come out of the latest 
battle with the illusion with sharper awareness, more desire, more commitment, 
more everything.  When you said that you never go backward, I could feel the truth 
inside myself.  I feel that Gourasana gave me more fiber.  I am grateful that He is 
there to pull me free.  How else would I ever, ever, ever make it Home?  My work is 
to be on my knees begging for the crap to be ripped from me and to purified in His 
love and light. 

Thank you for another magnificent day. 
 

With love,      
Amanda 

  



 

 

February 10, 2016 
Amber Deere 

Dear Lady,  
Thank you for the further input you gave us last night at the Path meditation 

through Valentine and Monique.  It really helped to hear the talk with Marian 
again, and also to hear Monique’s commentary.   Every time we get to hear from 
someone on your team, it helps so much, I feel hungry to hear from them. 

I saw again last night the grip of my illusory being, and the part that loves 
my illusion more than it loves God.   I began to follow the trails through to many 
areas of my life and my thinking that need to change, now.  I have work to do that I 
have not done.  And, as you said, it can be very simple this work of breaking free  - 
just do it.  Just situate with Gourasana, Kalindi, and The Lady and just do it. 

I was very sleepless last night after the meditation and used the opportunity 
to go into something very deep with Gourasana.  I was reminded again by listening 
to you, and also Monique, how critical the master is and also how critical it is to use 
the master’s help to propel further into God and out of the illusion.  I don’t know if I 
have ever found – certainly not in the years since Kalindi passed – the level of 
desperation of prayer and longing that I found last night. 

I feel this talk of yours to Marian is critical to me.  I am going to talk with 
Valentine, and if it hasn’t been transcribed and needs to be, perhaps you would be 
OK with me doing that.  I feel I need to hear the words you speak in that talk over 
and over. 

I see more than ever how much I need your guidance as a Master, and I pray 
to follow it as closely as I can.  What a fool I have been thinking I know anything.  
Finally this week I am actually starting to see that from a real place.  In the past  
“I’m a fool” came from a rote place but not really believing it – saying it while still 
holding on to thinking I knew something.  My Lord, what a fool I have been, what a 
complete and total fool.  Please take me home, please, please.  I know I am barely 
stepping my toe at this point, please help me go all the way, in this lifetime.   
I am taking actions Lady and I am moving.  I promise you, I will stay with you. 

Love, Amber 
  



 

 

February 29, 2016 
Angel 

Dearest Lady, 
 I was greatly moved and impacted by the second Path Day. First I was 
touched and impressed by hearing about what is takes for Vince and Juan to be set 
up to go even further into their deepening relationship with Gourasana. The 
greatest care and respect for who they are and what they are giving feels richly 
deserved.   
 I loved the Forgiveness Meditation.  There were many avenues and 
perspectives that opened up my awareness to the possibilities of even more 
forgiveness.  I am hoping that at some point that meditation is made available to 
The Path. 
 Most of all I was greatly moved by what occurred around the situation in 
Australia.  There were a number of things I was not aware of until this Path Day.  
This portion of the day was handled impeccably and thoroughly as you always do.  
Each person involved was given their time to speak and no stone was left unturned. 
The greatest aspect of the whole day was the bold compassion and forgiveness I felt 
in you.  Here was a most serious situation and you had nothing but the greatest 
love, care and respect for all involved.   

For each member of the Australian community you made a point to express to 
them how sorry you were for what they went through and gratitude that they 
stayed the course. It was an example of being that is permanently etched into my 
soul for the way to handle adversity. I had a wide variety of feelings as everything 
was unveiled.  With your example of speaking to each member of the Australian 
community I was able to follow your lead of compassion and forgiveness and use it 
to see the way through the feelings.  I feel a deep respect for these members and 
admire the courage, inner strength and faith they demonstrated in carrying on 
under this adversity. For Blaise, I have no doubt it is a day that she will never 
forget and I pray that she takes this and moves forward. 
 Thank you for being a shining example of what real compassion and 
forgiveness truly are.  With what I experienced in your example I have a deeper 
appreciation and faith in what Gourasana’s Mission is really here on this for. 
 

With Love, 
Angel 

 



 

 

March 5, 2016 
Annette Willig 

Dear Lady, 
Amazing Grace Blessing Love. It has been two weeks since we have been with 

you at the Path Day and I am not sure if I can find the words to give back to you as 
I am moving with everything set in motion.  

The illusion is brilliant and what keeps me happy is the very thing that keeps 
me bound. I want to – I have to live as He wants me to live. I practice humility. 

Thank you for the meditation on forgiveness. Forgiving others. Letting go of the 
hurt inside. I had never considered forgiving myself for the shortcomings and lack 
on my part, all that festered in negativity inside is melting away. Accepting the 
unacceptable. Letting go. Daniel’s realness and your direction for him was very 
helpful for me. 

Blaise’s courage only speaks for the kind of person she is and I am impressed 
with her desire and her decision. As her purification has begun, I also give my heart 
to purify into the depth of His ways.   

Thank you for your declaration about Vince and Juan. I think this type of 
statement you didn’t think you ever would be making, yet I feel the strengthening 
effect it has. This Path is meant to bring Masters forth to carry on. They are paving 
the way for others to follow. It fortifies the truth. It is what Gourasana came here 
for, it is what Kalindi has given her life to, so that true Masters can emerge and 
help bring love to this world. It is the proof in the pudding. It is our Mission 
Statement. Thank you for giving the fulfillment and also the possibility.  

I am moved by the humility Juan is embracing this next part of his 
transformation as I can tell it is not easy for him, and also he is very ready for it. I 
trust him. We have been talking for a while about him getting what he needs. He 
has been so very sensitive and patient in this area with the people here. To me it is 
an opportunity for Munich and especially the Path to move together, rally around 
Juan, and leave something old behind. What is needed has nothing to do with 
sentiment. There is an excellence and spirit of the One Devotional Team that even 
goes beyond the person to care for. I long to be immersed together in this giving and 
the care that is most fulfilling and trusting. I love this Path. I love you. I love God!  



 

 

I know I can help in practical ways and will give my experience as we are in the 
conversation openly now to see what needs to happen for Juan who himself is in a 
personal process with it also. You gave a year to figure out the lifestyle and also 
there are ways Juan is used that have to change now.  

You are moving us forward together: a unified global movement of people. I feel 
a long lost simplicity inside myself. Whatever it takes. Whatever stage or set of 
circumstances, I can accept graciously for I can go Home in this lifetime. I am ready. 
This is what I want my life to become now, I want to live for so I may realize and 
share the love of God truly. Thank your for taking me there.  
 

With great love for you and gratitude,  
Annette 

  



 

 

March 13, 2016 
Annette Willig 

Dear Lady, 
There is a movement that is happening for us and for me personally that I 

wanted to share with you. As you may have heard Juan spoke with strength and 
great humility to us in Munich, with daring clarity and vulnerability inviting us 
into the opportunity of moving into what feels to me a new era of this Mission with 
you. His talk was about one hour long. We recorded it in Munich and it may be 
helpful for others to hear him to learn, to feel his approach, to be inspired, and 
touched.  

The period of purification may never be over as we are transforming and 
changing and letting go into Thy Will and the holy fire of God’s love and truth. Yet 
the significance of masters being brought forth to help others because of their desire, 
sincerity, and love for God is just so incredibly wonderful. My heart is jumping!  

(Note from The Lady: Some people have mentioned that the purification may 
never be over. But I must clarify that the purification period, since Kalindi’s passing 
to date, is over. I don’t need to list the great challenges and accomplishments of that 
period, it is common knowledge within everyone. But I had to highlight that period 
of time as significant, and it will always be referred to as the purification period. 
What must continue is each individual’s transformation back into the heart of God, 
which automatically results in a purification process. They are two different things, 
not to be compared.) 

I love you so very much. Tears are flowing. Heartfelt awe of the honor and 
perfection of everything to become this global group of light to shine bright and true 
with you for God’s presence is blessing us.  

I love you. Thank you! Annette 
  



 

 

   March 5, 2016 
   April Rizzo  
Dearest Lady, 

Our last Path Day with you was monumental, a true experience of the grace, 
the power and the Presence of Our Lord. Within your majesty and might, what 
occurred in Australia became an opportunity for forgiveness, increased awareness of 
the power of the illusion and the necessity of surrender to really achieve the 
spiritual fulfillment I desire. If I were to remember one thing only, it was what 
Kalindi told Blaise to become – a HSOG – a humble servant of God. At His feet is 
where I lay my head and heart and at His feet I must stay. One time when Kalindi 
was disturbed, she said fiercely to me, “Who ever told you to take your head from 
the feet of the Lord?” I finally understand why She was so disturbed.   

In the forgiveness meditation I was so moved by your focus to not only forgive 
others but also to forgive ourselves. Combined with the impact of the first Path day 
about acceptance of making mistakes and acknowledgement of missed opportunities, 
I feel a sense of self-compassion that I never have allowed. I feel it as a thread to 
more compassion for others.  

When you spoke about Ananda Mai Ma and material desire, I wrote down – a 
drive for perfection equals frustration in the material world. And that material 
suffering instills ardor in the human being to seek God.  

In the last meditation of the day, I succumbed to a deep sorrow. It felt like 
more than of this lifetime. I was left empty, open and raw. Since then I feel altered 
and my meditations are deeper. I feel much more turned within and stand firm in 
the knowing that with you all that I desire in Him is possible.   

I love you, Lady, and truly give you every part of me.   
 

  



 

 

March 8, 2016 
       Barbara Saager 
       Munich 
Dear Lady, 

The last Path Day was a monumental day in many ways. For me personally 
but also for the Munich Center. 

You gave us a great gift by sending Juan to Munich and now more so by 
giving us the opportunity to support him in becoming a Master. It’s an honor for us 
all. It’s an empowering for Europe by giving us back a purpose and an active part in 
the larger picture of Gourasana’s Mission. What will be happening over here within 
the next couple of years is not only for us, it is for the next generations and for 
proving that Gourasana’s and Kalindi’s promise come true. All in His timing, all in 
His ways, possible only though us letting go, trusting, surrendering and our honest 
hearts striving for purity. Yes, we need help because we cannot stay more than 
maybe one tear drop behind of what happens in Denver. Thank you for taking us by 
sending us a spiritual giant. Someone who walks his talk and moves us with the 
sweetness of God’s love. 

I am so happy, Lady. Seeing Juan unfold to his destiny gives me goose bumps, 
expands my heart with joyful love and I truly feel that everything is possible with 
God. 

Every day I am living in the mantra that you gave me “I am waking up/I am 
making it Home/Nothing else/Nothing more”. It is true, I am making it. Gourasana 
and Kalindi opened the door for me and The Lady is guiding me. I feel expansive 
within myself and a great calmness, gratitude and joyful approach to live my days. 
The path Home happens here, every day in this world, very practical while doing 
daily chores and responsibilities and watching the news. Being kind and loving. 
Being an example. Going on my knees because only He can give me the answers 
that I need to carry on. I feel the richness of my life with and for God. There is 
nothing that I would choose before Him. All material desires seem petty.  

After the Path Day some dark stuff from the past came up for me. Things I 
did to people and others did to me in unconscious, unloving states. I am practicing 
forgiveness while seeing that what ever happened was just part of life. Things 



 

 

happen, things need to be felt but they are not really important. What matters is 
that I learn, move, let go and change. In this way I am expanding my awareness 
and I find compassion and love, more depth and an openness for the other person, 
where real love and connection can happen.  

Dear Lady, I love you so very much. 
 

Yours,  
Barbara 

  



 

 

          February 13, 2016 
          Barbara Whisonant 
Dearest Lady, 

I am blown away by the thoroughness and meticulousness to bring the truth 
out and shine light into every nuke and cranny. The detailed scrutiny to ensure the 
purity of this Mission is one of the greatest qualities of this Mission, I have not 
heard of any other organization that is so committed and dedicated to go after the 
illusion and eradicate it, and this is because of you Lady. Every person that shared 
today did their part but you are the motor behind it. You will not let anything slide 
and that is invaluable for the survival of the purity in this Mission. I feel so honored 
and proud to be part of this. It was another most incredible day of forward 
movement. I was at the edge of my seat all day long, mesmerized, no judgment, no 
opinion nor categorizing into right and wrong but in awe of the reconciliation on 
display.  

I was re-arranged as the day went on, becoming even more aware of the 
insidiousness of the illusion, hearing how the darkness was at work but also 
capturing how important humility is, how I need to find more humility, how I have 
to become humility, because we are only safe in humility. This last week I had a 
couple situations where I saw, how in my mind, the grand part in me had a puffed 
up assumption that the world was revolving around me and I was appalled to see it 
so blatant. We are so lucky to learn to see this and have a chance to let it go, drop it 
like a hot potato and walk away from it.  

I love, absolutely love the 2 Cellos, I am so captivated by their passion and love 
for their music. They are living their music, deeply connected. I get moved with 
their music, deeply connecting myself.  

You shared in the beginning that Julia’s last word was “wow” and that was 
something that Tammy said a lot, too. She was so flooded with the love and light at 
times, she couldn’t believe that that was happening to her. I don’t know what was 
happening inside of her but so often she’d say “wow”, like she was seeing something 
incredible or feeling God’s love showering her. You can hear it a lot on the 
recordings.  



 

 

We had a Memorial for her on Friday at our house for the people from her work 
and two of Tammy’s sons were there as well. They all were so grateful for that 
opportunity to find some closure. We played a few snippets of Tammy speaking into 
the recorder and the people were so very touched to hear her voice and feel her one 
last time. What a wonderful idea to record Tammy and have this to play it at later 
times. 

     With deepest gratitude Lady, I love you so much, 
        Barbara Whisonant 
 
 

  



 

 

 
 

February 25th, 2016 
Beate Wagner 
Munich  

Dearest beloved Lady,  
Thank you that you guide us all so thoroughly through this process of 

forgiveness, letting go of our personality, darkness and help Gourasana to 
pull us into the light and love. 

This Path Day was so strong, powerful, and was showing me deeply what 
is created to serve God or the illusion: in serving the illusion how much 
damage, hurt and how dark she is and be with Him, how people are coming 
together in love and humility. 

At the end the love prevails and is stronger than the darkness. 
My heart is so deeply ripped open, and I pray the Jesus prayer and also to 

Gourasana to give me the strength to forgive myself. I talked to my friends in 
the house, where I was misusing their trust, talked openly where I was lying 
and serving myself, and where I was serving the dark and not the love.  

I thank Blaise for her strong desire to come back to Gourasana, the 
Mission and to the vortex and created with your help Lady a monumental 
step of healing and growing trust to the Mission and Path to Ultimate 
Freedom and Love. I was so deeply hit by the words of Claire that “in the 
right circumstance I could be the person, who hurt the Mission and the 
people in the community”. I had to commit in “yes, it could be me”, what 
really threw and throw me in devastation, deep, deep pain and into humility 
to give everything to God to keep me close to His’ heart and presence.  

I saw my lies, my steeling actions, my want something for myself, 
righteousness, arrogance, want to be seen and be thanked for, want pleasure 
from this world, watching TV and not seeing the darkness in it.. on and on…  

 



 

 

These days I watch myself that I have somehow more compassion, more 
sensitive listening and feeling people, to say “sorry” when I feel it, be so much 
more kind with my friends and colleges around me. 

 I took the mantra that you gave Karin “I am with Gourasana, and 
Gourasana is with me.” Talk it loudly to myself and breathe deeply to release 
tension. This is so helpful for me, not going into worries, or overwhelm or 
excitement but into trust, calmness and surrender. 

In deep, passionate, devoted love with you Lady and with Gourasana, 
 

Beate 
  



 

 

February 21, 2016  
Brigitte Allhenn  

Dearest Lady,  
Yesterday’s Path Day was like a land shift happened inside of me. Every 

word that you spoke touched me to the core. When I saw Blaise, I crumbled and 
could only sob and let my heart and my walls break and leave the ruins lying there. 
As Claire said, in the right circumstance, this could have been me. I could easily see 
how I could act like the lawyers, having a feeling, backing it up with assumptions in 
my head, finding someone to back them up still further and then let the spin go on 
until someone else stops me from the outside. I can identify with everything you 
said to your team and all other illusions that got exposed lately. Some are closer to 
me than others, but I am on my knees and beg that it never be me that turns 
against you, the Lord and His Mission.  

Last Friday I received the final results regarding the breast cancer I was 
diagnosed with and the decision if Chemotherapy would be suggested or whether it 
was as easily treatable as I had been told before (The result was positive, I only 
need 4 weeks of radiation). Preparing myself for the results and the consequences to 
my lifespan, I thought that since my brain chemistry is not working properly and 
the rest of my body’s state is not too good, I would really like to have at least 
another 15 years. I need time to break free and I have a big job in Come to God to do, 
which takes time and I cannot force to happen through willpower.  

In order to find full union with God and to live His will at every moment of 
my life I need to walk my Path tighter and more focused than I do so far: I need to 
follow anything that The Lady says to the T.  I need to follow all directions Juan 
gives to us in Munich and all suggestions he makes to me. I promised myself and 
God to go deeply into all of those directions and to work them till I own them. If I 
cannot own them, I will do it anyway to break my separate will and to change my 
habits. This promise is only a few days old but so far, I have kept it. I am asking 
God for a while already to leave no stone unturned and I am willing to live through 
the consequences and to face what I have to face. And to let go what is not as He 
wants it to be. I am on my way Home.  
  



 

 

 About Juan 
I live in the same house as Juan does, which is a pleasure and an honor for 

me. He constantly inspires me and is an example who I want to become. He goes 
way out of his comfort zone because he does not want to disturb anyone. It is hard 
to give something to him because he genuinely seems not to have many desires. He 
truly cares for all of us, and wants us to have everything, however small a thing 
might be. I love meeting him in the kitchen. In 2 minutes we can have a 
conversation that changes my direction and brings clarity, awareness and the next 
step to take. I often talk with my housemates about Juan’s ability to address the 
worst illusion without anyone feeling attacked. You can only open up to him and let 
his love make you change. He is a master in doing that and a quality I would love to 
have. If I have feedback for someone, I let it run through my head and my heart to 
get as close to Juan’s way as I possibly can. 

When we heard you speaking about Juan and Vince yesterday, I could feel 
Juan dropping deeper and deeper. I tried to tune in and to go with him, following 
his lead. At the end of the day, Juan was changed and a new person stood in front of 
me.: Deeper than he usually is, less of a personal flavor around him than he already 
had, straighter and more focused on using exactly the right words when talking to 
me. He always holds me tightly, directing me to move on a narrow Path with no 
deviation. I have never seen any leader-ego in him. He is a simple man, spending 
his time giving to us and to the Lord’s Mission. He told me a few days ago that he 
feels pulled by God to go to a new place as he had shared in his letter to you. He is 
changing right in front of my eyes. I feel graced beyond my wildest dreams that I 
got to be with Kalindi and with you and to watch Vince and Juan as examples to 
find their way Home. What an unusual life I have. I promise to you, Lady, that I 
will hold Juan with love and respect and in the strength of my relationship with 
Gourasana. And that I will speak up to him if I should ever feel a need for it. I will 
not take the easy way, thinking this wonderful person cannot be pulled by the 
illusion, as we have seen before happening. 

Dearest Lady, I am grateful beyond words for you guiding us. I love you with 
all of my heart and soul. 

 
By your side with love and strength,  
Your Brigitte 



 

 

  



 

 

Friday, February 19, 2016 
Carlie Kirk, Arizona 

Dear Lady, 
 I could begin with how magnificently orchestrated the Path Day was. How 
powerful my experience was of forgiveness and my anguish hearing the scope of 
darkness and damage that was perpetuated in Australia. How sobering it is to see 
the darkness in all of us and in the right circumstances, I too, could be captured and 
turn away from God. The realizations, the heartache, the uplifting music, the 
infusion of light were all so impactful and fulfilling. But there was more. 

The letting go of any part of wanting my life my way started immediately 
after you made it clear my role with Vince as his secretary.  Specifically, the letting 
go of the “I” that knows. It has served me well in navigating this material world but 
now it is a hindrance to my soul’s desire to live for God and be used by Him. The 
devotional service that you are asking of me is the life-saving opportunity to come 
into unconditional, selfless surrender over and over again. It’s only been a week, 
Lady, and the freedom and even joy I feel in the face of the responsibility and 
additional things to do has been unexpected. Living in the day-to-day unknown has 
been exhilarating and surprisingly absent from any fear or trepidation. I pray for 
this openness to continue and rapidly expand. I pray for the awareness and trust to 
never again turn to my own knowing for a false sense of safety.  

I’ve always been solid in my dedication to this Mission and doing my 
part…but this is different. Doing my part for Gourasana is not the same as giving 
my all – heart and soul. It is quite miraculous that service is the saving grace that 
is bringing me to this crucial point in my transformation. This important shift is the 
result of the power of the Path Day and where you took me. For that, and so much 
more, I am eternally grateful. 

        With love, 
        Carlie 
 

 
  



 

 

February 24, 2016    
Cécile Bachmann 
Switzerland 

 
Dear Lady 

Thank you so much for the invitation to be part of the path day with you. It 
means a lot to me! I appreciate very much that we could spend through video 
streaming a whole day with you and get so much words of truth. To see you 
standing so strong and dedicated on the side of the light and truth gave me a feeling 
of safeness and the desire to dive into it with you and be part of it. 

Lady, after that day I had the picture in my mind how you would lead the 
world leaders, the politician through the same process as you did it with Blaise and 
the people who where involved with the Australian center. I wish the world would 
be ready to watch that video, it is the key to find freedom and peace all over the 
world.  

I am learning to be always kind with people in an honest way, not fake, at 
least I try to be very respectful. I remember you said something like “to be kind 
even the person is not kind with you”.  
As you know we are planning the third meditation workshop in Basel. Since many 
years I finally can see again how people are interested to come to an event. It is a 
joy to invite people and to talk with them about what we are offering. Through my 
daughters we have young people coming visiting us.  

Wolfgang and me started to share with them about what we are finding being 
on a path to freedom. We have conversation about awareness, truth and love. They 
all are so interested and open-minded; they really like to listen and to have this 
kind of conversations. Of course my daughters are very critical. They want to see us 
how we walk the talk. They are observing me and also her ant Charlotte, we have to 
be examples. My deepest desire is to bring all the young people I know to the 
Seminar and let them have this incredible experience.  

I love you very much and I am so grateful to have found you and such a 
powerful path.  

Cécile 



 

 

March 5, 2016 
Charlotte Bachmann 
Munich 

Dearest Lady, 
Happy Birthday, Lady, I hope you had a wonderful and restful time with lot’s 

of love and gifts coming your way. I took the time and rested and feel how grateful I 
am that I found this Path, that I have you guiding me Home. That we have 
Gourasana and Kalindi, that I have all my incredible, beautiful friends. I am so 
blessed and my life could not be better. I am making it, because I will never give up. 

And then we had this incredible Path Day with you. It took me some time to 
digest and let it all sink in. Again massive, monumental, beyond words, it left me 
completely open and vulnerable and deeply humbled of who you are and what you 
delivered to us. I was sitting there and just going and going and moving and holding 
on to where you guided me and I could go so deep with your help. I could go so deep 
to Him and be with Him through you. 

Thank you for the wonderful and deep music you introduced us to. I did not 
know the 2cellos and to see and feel them made me cry many times during the day. 
This music was so perfect for what you brought to us. 

You talked about tighten up again into the Lifestyle and how the small part 
of the ego will surrender to the Lifestyle and that the True Beings don’t like chaos. I 
can see where I need to surrender into living my life in the lifestyle, where I need to 
tighten up and do corrections.  

Related to this topic you started to talk about Juan and Vince and about 
them becoming Masters and what that means and that they need to have a 
Devotional Service Team set up around them. So I started to think what that means 
for us in Munich and how to set that up for Juan. I know that this is a big step for 
him to take on and surrender into it. I am very happy that you announced that and 
set him up into his next step because that means for all of us now to go to the next 
level of transformation and I truly believe that he deserves the title “Master”. He is 
an absolute blessing for Europe and through his unconditional love and the 
Presence he is carrying many people will get to know Gourasana, Kalindi and The 



 

 

Lady. I personally will make sure that he has everything he needs around him that 
he can completely move into his Master hood.  

Then you guided us into the Forgiveness Meditation, where I could forgive 
myself and others for the first time really and deeply and saw how hard I am on 
myself and how unforgiving I am with mistakes I make or made especially when I 
hurt people. In doing that I also started to perceive God different, from him being a 
very strict, unforgiving God to a loving and compassionate God. I always thought 
He could not forgive us because through whole history we mostly let the darkness 
win over the light and that he must be really very upset with us and that I had to 
try so hard to do it right, so He would be pleased with me. I could see what this 
picture I had of Him did to myself and how I became so harsh and uptight with 
others and myself.  

So then when you introduced Blaise and the whole story what happened in 
Australia, I could really be in a place within where I could forgive and not judge 
what all happened.  And yet when you read the letters from the people in Australia 
it really broke my heart and I just could feel their pain and how damaging the 
abuse of power is, and I agree, Lady, that is not who we are. 

It reminded me of Osho and Sheela and what happened on the Ranch. I don’t 
think afterwards anyone ever apologized for it or people came together and had a 
chance to talk about it. What you did, Lady, was just extraordinary and so caring. 
No stones unturned, and with your help and your love I truly hope healing can 
happen also with the people in Australia. It feels like this was the last chapter of 
this period of The Dark night of the Soul. 

And then ending the day with one of your exquisite deep meditations with 
this wonderful music. Just thank you so much. I hardly can wait to be with you 
again in April. 
 

I love you, 
Charlotte 

  



 

 

 March 7, 2016  
Chiara Zani 

Dearest Lady, 
It has taken me two weeks to write you after the last Path Day. It has been a 

powerful day, a day that has moved me in unexpected and unknown ways. It has 
taken me some time to digest it and being able to write about it. First of all, the 
event was a true Masterpiece. 

The Forgiveness Meditation took me very deep, and helped me to reach and 
open new places in my heart. Places inside of me I didn´t know existed were touched 
by the Love of God and by The Lady’s Mighty Presence and Compassion. 

Then Meditation prepared me for the second part of the day, Blaise’s return 
to the Mission and the cleaning up of what happened in Australia. I was very 
impressed by how you, Lady, orchestrated the reading of Blaise’s letters, the 
testimony of the different people involved, the mesmerizing music videos of the two 
young cello players.  
And how massive your presence was, as you sat on that stage. Dressed in black, 
serious, stern, firm and impartial like a judge, yet compassionate and irradiating so 
much love. It felt like Gourasana Himself was sitting on the stage.  

I felt deep reverence for what was happening. Like an alchemist, you 
facilitated the transformation of matter, the lowest kind of matter, into gold. 
Darkness into Love. Pain into Love. We all went with you, our heart beating with 
yours, hanging on every word you said, on every pause you made, on every gesture. 
In Argentina we all were literally sitting on the edge of our seats, not even blinking. 

Something beyond my understanding happened for me when you read the 
letters of the people from Australia. I don’t remember ever crying so deeply and for 
such a long time for something that didn’t happen to me, or to someone close to me. 
Maybe in the Seminar, during the slide show. But this was closer, more intimate 
than the slides. These letters broke my heart, your voice breaking up while reading 
then letters broke my heart, you repeating “ This is not who we are” –broke my 
heart again. I am grateful you gave us the opportunity to write to Jeff, Avi, Lindy, 
Sara, Breydan. Thank you for that. I truly hope the Love reached them in a 
powerful way.  



 

 

Something in these letters brought me to my knees: deep pain and an 
intensity of desire for purity and for God’s Truth, almost unbearable.  A gut-
wrenching feeling, becoming aware at a new level of the responsibility we have, I 
have.  That I must work on my self constantly diligently relentlessly, so that no 
illusion at all  is allowed to live in my being and to come out on anyone. No more 
illusion. Really no more. Please Lord help me. Only and Always, Only the Pure Love 
of God. 

The first week after the Path Day I felt so confronted inside, and so far from 
the Pure and Always Love of God I found n myself craving so sincerely and 
intensely. I felt so completely lost. Whatever mistrust, whatever doubt and 
resentment was hidden in some obscure pocket inside of me, got triggered, reveled. 
That was not a pretty sight. Daily I had to meditate actively, several time a day: cry, 
scream, prayer walk, preach to myself. Purging.  

Looking back now, I think myself I had to go trough the process of 
transforming the lowest matter that existed inside of me that got reveled, into gold. 
Into Love. My thoughts and feelings did not associate with a name, a face, or a 
specific circumstance. It was beyond what happened in Australia. A deep hidden 
lack of trust in God, mixed with pain and a feeling of betrayal and a ”no”. It was my 
own darkness I had to deal with. 

And there it came, a week later, the Go Deeper Day about the Love of God. In 
Latin America we held it a week after the Path Day. The day started with the Love 
of God Meditation you lead during the fist Path Day, when you had everyone look 
into each other eyes.  
On one side, like you said in one of your talks, it is a total blessing to have a job 
where one has to show up for the people. To me personally, it gives me such a 
sincere intense urgency to get through whatever I am personally facing, because I 
am a representative of you Lady and of the Mission for the people.  

Maybe my focus and determination would not be so intense and urgent if I 
had to get to the other side of something just for myself, I am wondering. And so for 
this job, -that pushes me to let go, to, find my deepest connection and step out of any 
self-absorption- I am humbly grateful, and I hold it in the highest regard. 



 

 

Your Love of God Meditation was very powerful, it was exactly what we - me, 
the rest of the Path and the 30 participants of the Go Deeper Day –needed. For me, 
in order to get to the other side of the tunnel I entered after the Path Day. For the 
rest of the Path and for the participants, was instrumental to end the issues and the 
separation, the dislikes, judgments and past resentments, that had started to 
surface amongst people, now that Freedom Walk pillars are  starting to stand up in 
their service and work together in this Latin American transition’s process.   

Starting on that Go Deeper day, my second week after the Path Day was one 
filled with Reverence and Grace. I felt the Grace of God had descended on me, on all 
of us, on the Mission. I felt it so strongly and I still do. I am calling the Grace of God 
this exquisite experience of being showered with unconditional love and compassion, 
a light so soft yet so bright that washes clean everything inside. 

Dear Lady, you have brought us incredibly rapid movement with these two 
Path Days and set straight the course of the Mission, what we are about. For me 
personally, has been movement definitely beyond the mind. My awareness is just 
starting to catch up with what has been happening, as I am writing to you. But 
another part of me has been going, going, going. And I am feeling so much awe, so 
much reverence. 

Everything, change, transformation, is all going so fast right now, and I don’t 
want it to stop. At the same time I feel you Lady, with Gourasana and Kalindi, are 
the calm place in the eye of the storm.  And there I can place my head at your feet, 
and be all right, be safe. 

In love and gratitude, 
Chiara 

  



 

 

         February 21, 2016 
         Christine Pauer-Klein 
         Munich  
Dearest Lady, 

We are lost children in a dark and lost world. 
It’s so wonderful to have God, Father the Golden One, Gourasana and His 

great angels Kalindi and you, Lady. Thank you Lady for your loving and burning 
heart, you show us how to stand in the light and how to forgive. Thank you to keep 
the Mission pure and to hold the golden information for breaking the circle of birth 
and death. We have a great Mission, the Center of the Golden One, and we are more 
than 100 monkeys. 

I go on my knees and pray for humility and for courage, to keep going and to 
stay in and keep the light. I pray for the Australian Community, send them trust 
and faith.  Never give up, we are one. 
 

With love, 
Christine Pauer  

  



 

 

           February 27, 2016 

          Claus Pfitzner 

          Munich  

Dear Lady, 

Hearing about the letters our Munich Path members wrote to you, was 
opening my heart even more to them. I feel so much being at the right place here 
in our / His mission. My love for the people around is immense, and the nicest 
thing is that I’m able more and more to spread that love further around. 

I was deeply touched by Blaise’s humility and by all the people sitting opposite to 
her – especially by Daniel, who appears to me like Saint Peter: a solid rock in the 
breaking of waves. Vulnerable, strong, and authentic …  

The letters from the Australian Community touched me as well. By His grace 
their wounds will heal and the community will start growing again. 

Recently, I made myself a big sign for the wall: Take nothing for granted!  
That sentence has many facets. It leads me to more gratitude and helps letting 
go of expectations. 

I also made a smaller version of that sign for my car – looking at it makes me 
become aware of my impatience, and that I have no clue which situation  
the person is in who is driving the car in front of me. 

I’m closing my letter by sending you lots of love.  

 

Claus 
 
  



 

 

February 16, 2016 

Cynthia Zeito 

Dear Lady, 

I arrived at the Path Day at 3:00 pm just in time for the 2nd half of the day 
due to work and I’m in the process of catching up on the 1st  half.  

You created a container of love, forgiveness, humility, full transparency, and 
awareness that has lifted each one of us up to another realm. It’s as if the Host had 
a massive rope attached to each of us pulling us closer and closer and lifting us 
higher and higher out of this dense dark place collectively. And I can feel the lift 
into an ever-expanding consciousness. It has been a bit uneasy these past few days 
though incredibly beautiful. It’s good and I can feel that others are altered as well.  

When you speak, you speak always to the truest self of a disciple even when 
exposing the darkness of someone’s illusory being. I want this deeply because this is 
such a high absolute pure God place to be helping another person. 

I need you to know Lady that I never use the intimate times with you as a 
taker or someone just receiving massive light and then going away and doing my 
separate life. Never. It is in union with you and your intent and your guidance and 
your push. I do take away much to reflect on, change, move, give, and most 
importantly to stay right with you no matter what. I’m right with you always and I 
want more.  

My heart is overjoyed by this day of perfection. All this crazy dark messiness 
has brought more of God’s love in. And the material messiness of the next thing to 
graze upon our Mission is unknown yet we, the “we”, can accomplish great obstacles 
with Gourasana because we are more mature, wiser, and stronger as a whole. The 
thing is to stay steady and focused on the dot – Home. 

My goal is to become pure of heart, self and fully aware, and to become 
humility just like Blaise’s path now – and to become forgiveness.            

I love you very much,  

Cynthia 



 

 

Daisy Sandusky 
March 7, 2016 
 
Dearest Lady: 
 

This letter to you is following the Path Makeup Day on Saturday, March 5th 
at the Center. I am THUNDERSTRUCK!! I am completely and wholly humbled by 
the power of the illusion. The blinders of denial were ripped off of my eyes. I could 
hardly believe all that happened in our mission. I kept repeating inside of myself  “I 
am so sorry, Kalindi, I am so sorry, Kalindi”. I was filled with a rage against that 
darkest illusion that I had never felt before. Kerry was at the VNP often when I 
lived there. Kalindi allowed him in so close to her and gave so much to him 
spiritually. Blaise was Kalindi’s caregiver and trusted friend for so many years.  I 
could not believe he would threaten to destroy God’s mission, Kalindi’s and 
Gourasana’s and your life’s work, something so holy and sacred. Blaise, standing by 
in support of Kerry and causing so much harm to the people of Australia. My heart 
was wrenched out of my chest. Thankfully, Rachel helped me move past this rage 
and get back to a place where I could get to forgiveness. The blinders are forever off, 
Lady. I will remember not to underestimate the power of the illusion.  

Dearest Lady, I could kiss your feet! I am finally able to recognize fully the 
Master that you are. I felt so much gratitude for your love, care and humblest 
apologies to the Australian community. I did not believe there could be another 
human being on the planet with the amount of love and God presence as Kalindi. 
Yesterday, I was proved wrong. You, Lady, are without a doubt the embodiment of 
God’s love, humility, forgiveness and care. I am utterly amazed at the unconditional 
love you have for Blaise. I hope some day I might have a fraction of the God-like 
qualities that you display to us every time we are with you. How blessed we all are 
to know and love two phenomenon’s in one lifetime, Kalindi and The Lady. I will 
never doubt you, Lady. I now trust you with my life as I trusted only Kalindi 
previously. To me, you are St. Michael stomping on the head of the great being, 
protecting us from the darkest of the darkness. My soul is crying out a million times, 
“thank you, thank you, thank you, Lady!” I am eternally grateful to you, Lady.  



 

 

Lastly, I wanted to say how humbled I was at the ability of our spiritual 
leaders to forgive Blaise and welcome her back into our community with open arms. 
Every one of our leaders represented unconditional love and forgiveness. This was 
amazing to witness and helped me to come to a place in my heart where I could feel 
forgiveness. I recalled all of the times in my own life where I was ruled by the 
darkness and I begged God to forgive me and I am closer to being able to forgive 
myself. I want to also acknowledge the courage that it must have taken for Blaise to 
sit and hear how the darkness that had taken her over hurt so many wonderful 
seekers of God, how her behavior affected every one of us in God’s sacred mission 
and to ask us to forgive her. This could easily have been any one of us. I do forgive 
her.  

Thank you, Lady, for your commitment to guide us all safely Home. I know 
we would have no chance for freedom without you. I pray fervently for your comfort, 
peace and good health to continue so that you are with us as long as possible. 

My Head Always At Your Feet,  
Daisy 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

March 9, 2016 
David Kramer 

Dear Lady, 
This is my letter to you in response to the Path Day you gave us about Blaise 

and about the endless depth of God’s love in true forgiveness. 
Lady, so far both Path Days this year have been gateways for me, doors of 

immense and shattering love and light that my own heart and soul have responded 
to and passed through.    

The first Path Day for me was about love and purity of the heart, about being 
purified into His immaculate heart by owning and exposing all the not-love in my 
life and my service to the Mission.   

The second Path Day continued further into love, the Father’s love, beyond 
anything I expected or envisioned. 

I am trying to find the words to describe the profound and immensely 
powerful shift inside of me that occurred during the Path Day – something it has 
taken me weeks to realize.  Instead of approaching as best I can love and 
forgiveness through the eyes of Jesus, as I have all my life, I somehow began to see, 
touch, feel, absorb, and receive love and forgiveness not through the eyes of the Son 
anymore, but through the eyes of the Father. 

As I truly emptied out my heart of anything and everything that I might have 
been holding onto in relationship to Blaise – betrayal, resentment, anger, hurt, 
confusion – I felt myself, at your feet, so to speak, feel the love and light of the 
Father pull me close to Him and His realm.  The True Realm.  As I felt the Father’s 
forgiveness well up in my heart, the past left me, simply unable to hang on anymore, 
having nothing to which to attach.  All material notions of justice, fairness, putting 
things right, gone, gone, gone, poofed into the nothingness they are.  I experienced 
love, genuine remorse, self-forgiveness, forgiveness of others, and redemption, my 
own redemption, to a depth never before felt.     

I felt free, perhaps for the first time in forever, to dive into Him and His 
realm.  It felt as if the heavens opened and the power and desire of the Host to call 
out our True Selves was unleashed. 

Thank you so much for ushering me to this place. 



 

 

Each experience is so unique.  Once, in the middle of a three-hour business 
meeting, feeling such ecstasy and love for those around me, feeling all of us moving 
together deep into His realm.  Once at the gym, working out, when a feeling of such 
calm and love took me over.  Once, sitting in a chair in a public lobby, when I could 
feel His desire pulling me in and me responding – a confluence of desires for His 
truth and love and Home that had me so situated in His realm like I have never 
before experienced.  

 
Love, 
David 

 
 
 
 
 

  



 

 

February 18, 2016 
Desirée Luth 

Dear Lady, 
First I want to let you know that I have started taking on the Journey of the 

Heart workshops as you asked, and as Kalindi sourced. Daniel has generously 
offered to be my mentor and buddy for this, and I am thrilled. I love Daniel so much 
and it will be a joy to work with him on this. We have already had our first planning 
meeting.  

Daniel has given me all the sourcing and workshop notes. I am reviewing 
them and letting myself be with it. I’ve promised to give him a proposal for the 
workshops by the retreat. I am very happy to be doing this and I’m already thinking 
about the people. 

The last Path Day was an example of the power of truth and reconciliation 
when done within God’s love and mercy. At the beginning of the day you said you 
hoped we would all be “thunderstruck” with awe and gratitude and by our change of 
consciousness – that it would be a day of amazing grace, blessings and love. I am 
TOTALLY thunderstruck and in utter awe and gratitude. It WAS a day of amazing 
grace, blessings and love. 

Thank you for what you have been doing with Blaise and what you have done 
to heal that episode for her, for all of us, and especially for the people in Australia. 
It was heartbreaking to hear you read their letters and to feel the forgiveness and 
compassion they showed Blaise in spite of all that happened.  They are very special 
souls and examples of never giving up.  

Thank you for letting me speak to Blaise. I’m not sure that what I said 
contributed much, but I know if I hadn’t spoken to her there would be an elephant 
in the room. I feel like I can completely close that chapter now, welcome Blaise back 
into the mission, love her, and move on. 

I also want to thank you for the story about Anandamayi Ma and the painted 
tigers outside her ashram. This has been a powerful image and reminder for me 
that what I have been fearing is nothing more than an illusion. You asked us to 
“come more resolutely toward The Lady”. I am walking right past those painted 



 

 

tigers, through the doors of my master’s ashram into the heart and home of God. 
Nothing is going to stop me.  

It feels like these Path Days with you have launched me into a whole new 
realm of movement, where Gourasana’s presence is thick in the air moving my life 
around as He would have it be, and Kalindi is dancing all around me and speaking 
in my ear. 

I love you, thank you, my master, I love you, thank you, my master,  
Desirée 

  



 

 

   February 27, 2016 
  Doris Brachmann 

    Munich  
Dear Lady, 
  A poem from Meister Eckhart I would love to share with you: 
 

THE SPIRIT’S HANDS 
They 

Can be a great help  - words. 
They can become the spirit’s hands 

That lift and caress 
You 

 
In gratitude and love for you, 

Doris 
 
  



 

 

February 15, 2016 
Faith MacDonald 

Dear Lady, 
I thought Saturday was a masterpiece. You guided us through treacherous 

waters. I now know what happened in Australia and Blaise’s part in it.  It is a 
searing lesson of what can happen if we are not vigilant. I know that the darkness 
that was in her lurks in me too. I am glad to forgive her and welcome her back.  

Thank you for asking Vince to help me get free. I also want to help him in 
any way I can. I am so blessed to have both of you holding me on this journey Home.  

Thank you!   
My love always, 
Faith 

  



 

 

March 16, 2016 
Gabi Westerbarkey 

 
Dearest Lady ,  

Since the Path Day with you and Juan moving into his masterhood, God´s 
love is pouring into our community and into our hearts.  

In it all I feel Kalindi so much and how much she enjoyes us moving all 
together in who we really are in Him. I am so proud that finally two disciples of 
Kalindi are moving into their masterhood and the light prevails.  

I love you from the bottom of my heart and thank you for guiding us Home .. 
it is happening !!  
       Your Gabi  
  



 

 

February 22, 2016 
Gabriel Kahn 
Arizona Conscious Community 

Dear Lady, 

For me, Path Day was a brilliant experience of love, forgiveness and 
movement.  We as a Path and we as a Mission moved forward and healed from 
devastating darkness that overtook the destiny of the Australian community.  The 
bitter and seemingly vicious cycle was stopped and ended.  Healing began. 

Blaise showed great courage and humility for not only acknowledging how 
she was captured but also in moving back towards God.   The exposer and her being 
with those who had suffered allowed me to feel the horror, the pain, the forgiveness 
and the healing to happen.   

The music by the 2 Cellos allowed transition and contemplation between the 
different aspects of the day.  The energy revealed by both visual and audio means 
allowed me to feel deeply and to love deeply. 

In addition, the Arizona Community is transforming and we as a community 
and I as an individual are part of this great destiny unfolding.  I am thankful that 
you are guiding Vince, his immediate team and the rest of our community to let go 
and say yes to Gourasana and our new direction.  This is our life and a glorious one 
indeed! 

My deepest love to you, 

Gabriel 

 

  



 

 

    February 25,2016 
 
Dearest Lady, 
  

thank you for this incredible day where you helped me do another round of 
deep cleaning of the chambers of my heart. It was a day of amazing grace , blessings 
and love. I loved listening and watching the cello guys and was impressed by their 
passionate moving , crazy , beyond the mind music ! Thank you for introducing 
them to us. I was very moved by their music , because I think that their letting go 
and going beyond is similar to the work we are doing !  

So many feelings came up listening to my friends from Australia when you 
were reading their letters . I was very close to Blaise in this time in Australia , was 
her care giver and at times I had to endure her bad moods and lashing out on people 
and on me. It was mostly very painful and I remember being on guard all the time 
about what would happen next. But that is all past and now I have forgiven her and 
am so happy for her that she decided to come back and fulfill her destiny. I love 
Blaise very much and am touched deeply that she never gave up. 

During the whole day, so much healing happened for me regarding the time I 
spent in Australia and I was heart –broken the whole day letting go in tears into 
Him. It felt like a very very heavy load was taken away from me some days later 
and coming out on the other side in the light felt so new and fresh.  

Lady, you are taking us Home and Gourasana´s promise gets fulfilled and the 
light prevails. I am filled with gratitude, love and appreciation that I can help bring 
God´s love into this dark world. I am holding his sword of light and am moving 
forward by your side. 

Have a wonderful restful birthday, my sweet Lady of the Lord! A sweet and 
soft embrace and a kiss on your cheek.  

I love you so much 
Your Gabi  
PS : I want to call myself Gabi now, as I feel it sounds more like my true self, 

not Gabriella. What do you think ?   
  



 

 

February 18, 2016 
Hebe 
Argentina 

Dearest Lady                                                                   
Last Saturday, again, was so powerful for me. I realize that the connection with the 
energy I felt is my only food to survive. I enjoyed every little part of the entire day. 
See the purity of your actions, your love and care for all of us touch the deep desire 
of my soul. All the daylong was a very deep meditation with so much teachings. 
Thank you so much Lady. 

I enjoyed so much everything what is happening to Vince and for the first 
time I realized why Vince needs a devotional team to help him: To have more time 
to be with God. I really want to be part of his devotional team and stay very close to 
him and close to all the people there. 

I am in contact with Ginny and she with all her love, care and support is 
helping me a lot. I have also had a talk with Selia. I am closer to Arizona than 
before. For now what I feel is to rent a temporary apartment here after our house is 
closed and as soon the apartment is ready I will go to Arizona and stay there for 
three month and then I will decide the next step. I continue trusting. God is taking 
my hand. 

The transition flows nicely.  Chiara with her clarity is helping all of us and 
empower the people for the next step they need to take. 

Thank you, thank you my dearest Lady!! 
With all my love, 
Hebe 

  



 

 

March 7, 2016 
Izzy James 

Dear Lady, 
 I was so moved by this Path Day!  I am so very grateful that you allowed me 
to participate in it. 
 The energy of the day had me sitting on the edge of my seat for 12 hours!  It 
brought my desire and longing to a boiling point.  As I was watching this day I felt 
desperate to be in Denver.  There is so much movement going on there right now 
and my soul is longing to be there, to be with you.  I cried myself to sleep that night 
and cried most of the next day and kept humbly asking God to help me, to show me 
the way to get to Denver as fast as I can and to show me His timing.   
 As I listened to Blaise and heard about the events that took place within the 
Australian community, it broke my heart.  The illusion is so masterful in its 
powerful deception.  My awareness of my own judgments and lack of forgiveness 
was set in motion.  A list started to form of all the people I was holding hostage with 
my unwillingness to forgive them.  Oh my God, Thank you for pocking me in this 
area that I have been bound!  And I also begged Gourasana to please keep me in His 
protective Vortex so that I do not get captured by the illusion and get taken away 
from the Mission and turned against Him.  I will write down who I have not 
forgiven and then drop it like a hot potato and I am going to add to my nightly 
meditation before I go to sleep, I am going to do a round on my prayer beads with 
the mantra “I am with God, God is with me”.  

Forever at His feet     
All my love to you, Izzy 

  



 

 

J.M. Sandlow 
601 16th Street, Suite C-152 

Golden, Co. 80401 
619-787-6201 

February 16, 2016 
 

Dearest Lady: 
As You introduced the day with us on Saturday You promised that the 

consciousness would be: amazing grace, blessings and loving.  You were true to your 
word.  Gourasana’s blessings were, and are continuing none stop.  To be with Him, 
to be with You, to be with a room full of God’s Love, Truth and God’s Unconditional 
Forgiveness.  It was like the story of the prodigal son in the Bible coming alive with 
Jesus.  

And to hear you bearing witness to Vince, Juan and others making it -- 
unfolding into “mastership” this too is truly inspiring.  You reminded us of 
Gourasana promise that if we keep going and never give up we can make it, make it 
Home and help others along the way.    

Our time together was moving, humbling and left me speechless.  To witness 
and feel everything with Blaise, to relive events that have been so challenging for 
many of us, to feel the effect on my peers again as each speaker spoke and then 
their forgiveness, and to hear and feel the effect of the separation and darkness on 
the Australian’s was gut and heart wrenching.  In total the day offered a vivid 
display of the ruthless evil power of the illusion contrasted with the blessings of 
God’s Grace, Forgiving Compassion and Love.   

I felt like Ginny described in her letter and sharing that but for the Grace of 
God it could have been me sitting in the chair next to you the whole day with tears 
in my eyes.  I am on my knees as I was “only a hairs breath from being on the wrong 
side” so many times and have certainly repeatedly been mistaken and faltered on 
my path.  I cannot be reminded enough of Gourasana’s words of warning that: “The 
illusion can capture you at any moment and take you away from this Mission and 
turn you against Me.”  God help me! God help us all!  I must stay vigilant and alert 
every moment and keep doing the work, as I am lost without Him and lost without 



 

 

ever more humility. I must also always remember: “I am with Gourasana and 
Gourasana is with me.”  I am, His property for Him to do with as He pleases. 

Being an HSOG clearly has to be my path and me.  I must embody the feeling 
of The Father Prayer: “I beg of You [Lord] keep me on my knees in the strength of 
humility … to be purified into Your Immaculate Heart … I give you my life as an 
offering to be lived in Your selfless service with devoted resignation to Your Will.”  I 
must capture this feeling expressed by this part of the prayer as an HSOG.  Nothing 
but living on my knees in the knowing that I am lost without Him always willing to 
follow His lead and do as He wills to my last dying breath.  And though I am doing 
it … it humbles me to recognize that I have miles to go to ever come close to 
fulfilling this consciousness fully.  

So what a wonderful, powerful, moving day … as Julia said at her death 
“wow!” 

And thank you for the music by “2 Cellos” it is so powerful and moving … I 
purchase several of 2 Cellos’ albums and am making a meditation playlist for myself.  
There can be no getting stuck with that kind of music and movement.  

And thank you for guiding us to read “The Forty Rules of Love” I can hardly 
put it down.  

So thank you, thank you, thank you! 
 

All my love and gratitude, 
J.M. 

  



 

 

March 14, 2016 
Josef Schweihofer 

Dear Lady, 
Thank you for the last enlightening Path Day – again a day of movement and 

reflection on consciousness and love. I feel so enriched by your care and the 
straightness you are moving things forward. I started to reflect upon people I hurt 
in my life and did an inner ritual of forgiveness which felt very freeing and touching. 
I will stop brushing over people with a preconceived idea as I do not know better nor 
do I know anything. It is wonderful to read books of the saints, how they simply give 
themselves, their trust in God and the simple life they are in and how clearly and in 
great devotion they choose God. It brings me into a space of receptiveness and 
humbleness and in this way opens my heart where harshness does not find a place.  

The best example of a saint we are living with is Juan. In his simple, 
heartfelt way of being he is always directing to the love. He has a great capability to 
address illusions with straightness but at the same time conveying it with love in 
his heart. For this new era he is really a trailblazer for Europe because (and I think 
I speak not only for myself) he made it possible to leave the past behind. I feel 
blessed that we have Juan fully with us – it changed already a lot in me and will 
further do and I know he is able to help us break free. Thank you so much Lady 
giving us Juan as a Master  -  it touches something deep in me which has to do with 
surrender and giving my life to God. Announcing Juan as a Master was an 
outstanding expression for me and it broke up something in me.   

The finiteness was again up in my face and came so clear into my awareness. 
And again the saints and how they lived their life were up. From there I made 
decisions: I do not drink alcohol for the next 2 months. Have quiet restful Sundays – 
no distractions, being with Him, relax the effort. Meditate every day – stay in my 
depth. Control my food habits. Strengthen qualities in myself which I see in You: 
humility, strength, determination, sustainability, devotion, kindness, looking from 
all ankles. I am glad that you will bring back in Kalindi’s lifestyle in order to be 
clear again where I need to improve.  

I admire very much how Blaise was at that day – this is also a sign of great 
humility to receive all what she got confronted with. It was very touching to have 



 

 

everyone share so honestly – this feels to me as a milestone for this Mission in 
honesty and forgiveness.  

I pray that the illusion does not capture me and take me away from this 
Mission. There is a totally different mood in our house of love and support which 
brings us closer and into more honesty with each other. I love what is happening 
and I love this Mission and be a stand for this Mission.  

Looking forward to be with you again soon.  
 

All my love to you, 
Josef 

  



 

 

February 29, 2016 
Karin  Mitschke 
Munich   

Dear Lady, 
 The last path day was another masterpiece that was delivered in the most 
powerful, piercing way and the change in consciousness and being is still unfolding.  
You said that there was a power coming in on the January path day and I think 
that was true also for February.  That feeling of power and movement reminds me 
of Kalindi delivering Gourasana and breaking us free.  Now The Lady is bringing 
the energy, power and love asked for at this time.  It is massive and yes, we are 
thunderstruck to the core of our beings.  Thank you! 
 Gratitude and respect for Blaise to be the example of someone being taken 
away by the illusion and finding the humility to come back into the mission and to 
the master.  I was impressed to hear how Blaise was already taken by The Lady 
starting in 2014 and how she followed every step of guidance and made it onto the 
stage in front of everyone to expose the illusion meticulously.  It was gruesome to 
listen to all that happened and it was freeing to feel everyone coming up to Blaise 
finding true healing in heart and soul.  What got me most was listening to the 
letters from the Australians, feeling their souls hurt by the darkness that people 
entrusted with leadership let happen.  It is so very serious what we are asked to do 
for the people of the world.  It is only possible to bring His love if we are doing the 
work.  We are operating in the territory of the illusion and we have to follow His 
way, waking up, humility always, following the guidance keeps us safe, let go give 
up surrender. 
 And what a glorious day to announce that there are masters on their way.  
Vince and Juan are paving the way which is so incredible and encouraging.  Having 
Juan here with us in Europe is such a gift and witnessing and supporting him 
surrendering into his master hood is a blessing for all of us.  It was very helpful to 
hear about Jack and his predicament and him surrendering to his destiny in 
humility and trust and faith.  You asked where I was in becoming a master.  I had 
not thought or put any attention on becoming a master.  I am praying to be taken 
through anything so that I can fulfill Gourasana’s plan for me.  He knows and He is 



 

 

guiding me out of the confinement of my illusory self into being filled by His 
Presence.  Yes, I will do it for the people.   
 Thank you for your love and attention for our children.  I can feel the opening 
that is happening for us in Munich and our community coming together and 
embracing the young ones.  We are anticipating Manuela’s and Alejandro’s son 
being born any day now. A new member in our family who will be welcomed by our 
love and also practical support for the parents. 
 Dear Lady, it was perfect to do the reading scripture meditation after the 
path day.  It helped to integrate the movement of the path day with a quiet 
meditation immersed in reading truth.   

I also loved reading the book “40 rules of love”.  I did not want it to end.  I 
printed out a collection of the 40 rules of love to have them handy.  Another gem 
that you brought is the forgiveness meditation.  I am looking forward when we will 
bring this meditation to freedom walk. 
 

May this letter find you peaceful and resting in His love on your birthday and 
all days to come.  

 
By your side for the people, 
Karin 

  



 

 

March 14, 2016 
Karin  Mitschke 
Munich 

Dear Lady, 
 God’s mercy is upon us.  The gateway is open for us to go Home and for God 
to pour His power, energy, love into us.  The path in Munich has connected 
powerfully into the movement, into God’s rapid speed energy to take us home.  We 
had a course changing path meditation last Tuesday where Juan led us by his 
example into the depth of let go give up surrender and saying yes to his and our 
destiny.  Juan is paving the way in humility and strength, in complete trust and 
faith by accepting his destiny.  He is an example of doing the work.  Everyone is 
Munich is standing by his side in full support for him to enter his master hood.  We 
are leaving the past behind! Truly!  We are standing up in our strength and God’s 
love – the path united moving forward together in gratitude to have the opportunity 
to hold and support Juan in every way called for. 
 Sabine Foth is trusting God’s calling and said that her place is next to Juan.  
Annette is showing up in her strength by speaking up and giving direction from her 
time as caregiver with The Lady, Maha and Jim. 
 Business team and spiritual leader team are embracing in every way the 
changes and providing the structure and holding of Juan. 
 We are becoming a Center of the Golden One – the Center in Europe for 
people to break free in this lifetime.  It is glorious what is happening in our Mission.  
The manifestation of coming out of the years of the dark night of the soul is starting 
to show up.  Each one of us is making it possible for the light to prevail.  We are 
closing the chapter of these last years and can continue in strength, trust and faith, 
humility and YES to Gourasana! 
  

In gratitude and with love,  
Karin 

 
 
  



 

 

March 7, 2016 
Kathleen Simmers 

Dear Lady, 
I think of writing to you every day and I realized I just had to sit down and 

start. I loved the last Path Day with you and everyone.  It was quite a journey the 
whole day.  I was listening to everyone and everything that was said to Blaise and I 
kept my focus on you.  I kept letting go of any judgments as I saw your face and 
knew your heart was full of forgiveness. I trust you so completely, Lady, and I knew 
if you could forgive Blaise , then so could I. 

There were many shocking things that I was not aware of and I’m so grateful 
to you for exposing it all to us, nothing hidden. 

There was a lot of pain as you read the letters of the Australians and kept 
saying I’m so sorry.  I know this all must have hurt you so deeply and I’m so sorry 
that you had to endure that. 

I was taken by all the pain that was felt by each one that shared and at the 
same time each one had so much sincere love for Blaise .  It was truly miraculous. 
I loved your choice of music as it carried us all forward.  It was a type of releasing 
every time we heard a new piece played.  It was unlike anything I’ve ever 
experienced. 

I feel like this experience has allowed me to keep opening my heart and 
letting go faster than I was aware that I could.  It’s like any time something comes 
up like at work where there is discomfort in not selling or not connecting with a co-
worker, I can find a way to connect in my connection to Gourasana.  He is always 
there no matter what’s going on all around me. 
In that connecting to others, I find something in each person or situation to love or 
at best respect. 

I love you with all my heart, Lady. 
Thank you, thank you, thank you for standing strong and guiding us Home. 
 

Kathleen 
  



 

 

February 27, 2015 
Kornelia Winter 
Munich 

Dear Lady,  
 Thank you, thank you and thank you for that big day, the last Path day with 
you. The day was so full and rich in many different ways truly a day of amazing 
grace, blessing and love.  
 I was so touched by the music; the passion and devotion of the 2 Cello men. It 
helped me feel my devotion for the divine. It helped me to remember and recognize 
all the daily opportunities to feel the divine.  
 Deeply I feel that I am living a spiritual and religious life. When we sit 
together, read scriptures and meditate I feel like in a monastery. And this is how I 
live my life for God; earn the money I need, be in service, take care for material 
matters, health and well-being and meditate, read spiritual books and scriptures, do 
the inner work of transformation…let go and never give up. I loved when you were 
say “develop internal a religious world”. This is really landing inside of me. I loved 
the book “40 rules of love”. I had the feeling I have a date every night with Rumi 
and Shams …and I have a date every night with God and Gourasana.  
 Thank you for giving that big opportunity and have the light shine on the 
past situation in Australia. It wasn’t on my mind anymore, but hearing everybody 
speak had me realize it was hidden in a corner inside. Listening to all the people 
who spoke I recognized that my mind with all its judgments disappeared. No right 
or wrong camp just more and more awareness. I realized for myself that I always 
want to help and distribute in a constructive way when there is a conflict. But I also 
got aware of that part where I think I can solve the problem and that I know how it 
should go – I do not. I also realized that I can’t judge at all when I do not have all 
the facts and I better pray and focus on truth and awareness. I better shut up and 
tolerate that there is a conflict and speak truth when I know it is truth. It is such a 
different place when I am open minded ….so wide. “The illusion can capture you 
any moment and can take you away from this Mission and turn against me” 
Gourasana. 



 

 

 Thank you for talking about different types of leaders in the Mission and the 
wonderful people who are on their way. I was asking myself “who am I”? What I 
know is true in my heart is that I want to help and support people from a deep place 
in my heart and from awareness. If I don’t know what to say or how to help; I do not 
need to say anything but pray.  
 Thank you Lady that Juan is here in Munich. I feel a deep trust and he is 
helping me personally and all of us. His love, warmth, clarity, humility and 
surrender are an example and a great help to let go of the German ways. 
 
     My deep love for you Lady, 
     Your “little” Kornelia  
  



 

 

February 15, 2016 
Lani Searfoss 

Dearest Lady, 
Beyond the actual content of the Path Day, I felt the room full of the Presence 

of the Father and His protection and mercy. There were moments when I wanted to 
stay so focused inside of my inner movement in hopes that it would go on forever.  
Waves of love, healing, mercy, and forgiveness were washing through me and tears 
were streaming down my face.  There are no words to express how exquisite and 
precious those moments were.  
The forgiveness meditation was helpful in laying out the illusion clearly. There were 
a few things that I remember in particular - that holding on to anger is like 
drinking poison and expecting the other person to die and forgiveness is giving up 
on perfecting your past. When the predicament is shown in that light, it is crazy not 
to forgive.  At the same time, the pull of the illusion through the propaganda in the 
world, my internal thought patterns and habitual ways of feeling is also strong.  

We really are the opposite of the mood of this planet. I have to remember that 
when the illusion in my mind with all its very reasonable and logical stories is 
trying to convince me that judgment, resentment, and similar illusion is a good idea. 
I feel the gap between where I am and where you pulling us to and I feel a deep 
gratitude for knowing that kind of unconditional love and forgiveness is even 
possible.  I’m more determined minute by minute to use my awareness, inner 
strength and determination to not give in to the pull of the illusion.  

I am grateful for Blaise and each of the other saints that spoke to her with 
such honesty, compassion, and love.  It was excruciatingly painful, breathtakingly 
beautiful, and healing all at once. It was a miracle that Blaise came back and was 
willing to go through that day.  Things like that do not happen in this world. I am 
also very, very sorry for what the Australians went through. I could feel the pain in 
their letters. I remember you talking about Rwanda back when you led the 
Intensives and you asking how the Tutsi and Hutu could come back together and 
forgive. At the time, I thought it was a rhetorical question, but now I see it was not.  
That kind of forgiveness may be very, very difficult or even impossible in this world, 
but it is not impossible inside of God’s reality.  Jesus was God’s example.  



 

 

Thank you for the music especially the songs from the 2 Cellos.  I went home 
from Path Day and kept listening to that music and meditating until it was time to 
go to sleep.  Then, I truly went to sleep in the peace of His perfection.  I lay my head 
at Gourasana’s feet and placed my heart in His heart in gratitude for having found 
Him and the knowledge that He is my salvation. 

I will live on the streets if that is where you go. I pray that I never leave and 
never betray Gourasana or His mission. I realize more and more how lost I am 
without Gourasana, Kalindi, and The Lady.   

Thank you.  
 

All my love, 
Lani 

 
  



 

 

March 8, 2016 
Leslie Geffen 

Dear Lady, 
Thank you for such a truly miraculous and amazing day Saturday for the 

Path Make-up Day at the center. This day was a tangible experience as to why this 
Mission is the only thing to live for, the only thing I can really say is my purpose for 
living, and why there is no where else to be. No where else is this type of work going 
on, and no where else is this help available, this exposure of the illusion, and at the 
same time, no where else is there this presence of love to carry us through and out 
of the dark recesses of the illusion as it is being exposed. It is always a kind of 
ecstasy, although a heavy one at the same time.  

The forgiveness meditation and theme were impactful for me given the 
material life problems I have been going through this last year related to my family, 
which has become divided in very dark turmoil. When Tamara, David Kramer, and 
Tamara spoke about the training that lawyers receive, it is exactly what I have 
been living for a year now, and I am directly experiencing the hell that it creates, 
being on the other side of a lawyer who has purposely divided our family, created 
problems that were not there, who bullies, and perpetuates fears for his own profit. 
It is devastating to watch and feel it coming at me, and know there is nothing I can 
do to stop it. I know the illusion is controlling these people, and that ultimately, it is 
not “them.” But, I have not been able to forgive them. Yet I know I have to forgive 
them, for my own peace.  

I wrote down many of the forgiveness phrases you spoke. I don’t have them 
word for word, but I have the essence of them. I am meditating on them daily. I 
have not found it in my heart to forgive those who are attacking, but I want to. And 
I know I need to. When the quote you read that said to wish your enemies to be well, 
peaceful, and prosperous, etc., I could not. But I want to. It seems like an impossible 
task. How does one find forgiveness for someone in the moment that they are 
attacking? Easier when a situation has passed, and time has passed. But 
forgiveness in the moment something is happening. This takes much more depth 
and connection to God than I have been able to find. This is my work, and because it 
is happening presently, it is the time to find it, and I feel more urgent than ever to 



 

 

find a way. This seems impossible. But like the picture that was on your side table, 
“With God, All Things are Possible.” I believe this is true. And I know I need help.  

I love this quote you read because it puts it all in perspective: Forgiveness 
doesn’t excuse their behavior, but forgiveness prevents their behavior from 
destroying your heart.  

This is my work right now in my own personal life. And how can I be 
connected with God, and loving others, when my heart is blocked with all of this 
darkness? I cannot.  

From my heart, I thank Blaise for her humility and for going through what 
she is going through. It is extraordinary for someone to take it and take it and take 
it, the way she did. That is so much desire. All I felt was your love and desire for her, 
your total compassion. A feeling was there of the distinct sifting out of the illusion 
from the real being sitting there. Exposing the illusion, yet still loving the person, 
and seeing the distinction between the two. I felt that this day was what we refer to 
at times as a “blow to the illusion.”  

I was particularly moved by everyone’s sincere love and acceptance for Blaise, 
especially for those who had been directly hurt. The people here have so much love 
and forgiveness, also, extraordinary. But I was most deeply moved by hearing the 
letters that you read of all the people in Australia, and with each one, your deep 
heartfelt apology to all of them. And the confirmation that “this is not who we are.” 
I felt such a deep respect for the people who stayed in the community in Australia 
despite the things that happened. The Trust and Faith that they had, the drive, the 
determination, the commitment. Very moving, I don’t know any of them well, but I 
feel their desire and I have so much respect for them.   

When we meditated at the end of the day, I crumbled into the desperation 
that I do not know, and please help me God. I am nothing without you, Lord.   

Thank you for all of the beautiful and powerful music that moved us through 
this experience. 

Thank you again for such a miraculous day, such an honor, as always, to be 
with you Lady.  

I want to thank you, also, for the beautiful card you sent to me recently. I 
hold it close to my heart, it is the last thing I look at and read before bed. It meant 
so much to me. This has been a very dark year, and I have been on my knees more 
than ever before in my life, but I know I have you, Kalindi, and Gourasana to hold 
onto and to give me the strength and the love to carry me through.   
 



 

 

With love for you always, 
Leslie G.  

February 18, 2016 
Marcus Bond 

Boulder  
Beloved Lady,  

I have experienced a seismic shift from The Path Day with you Lady. From God’s 
Grace and your direction, I have more self-forgiveness and freedom from shame, 
guilt and self-judgment. It is as if the healing and cleansing work with Blaise also 
lifted me and I am sure many others out of years and perhaps lifetimes of shame, 
guilt and judgment, landing us into His Love and His Way.  

The first part of the day was a powerful warm-up for sure. Listening to you 
distinguish what it is to care for a Guiding Master with Susan and Carlie reminded 
me of the emphasis on selfless service we had with Kalindi and what your 
magnificent team has captured around you.  

The music was so hip with the two cellos inspiring lightning like strikes, similar to 
when the energy and power of The Host oftentimes comes thrashing in. For me, 
every word you spoke and shared was precious.  

I also loved listening to you speak Karin's letters about Kalindi from 98’ and 99’. I 
read all of those letters from Karin when I was in Munich, Karin had shared them 
with me when I was working on the book to help remember what was happening 
back then, what Kalindi was going through and how she was taking all of us. They 
are so intimate and personal, documenting the living manifestation of KLG. I 
included some key pieces of those letters in the book, maybe I'll read those parts of 
the book at the seminar or some other time.  

The time with Blaise was something I could only have imagined before. It seemed to 
me like the wide open arms of God’s Heart and Embrace. Starting with the 
forgiveness meditation and then your delineation of how Blaise arrived back here.  

The hours and hours with Blaise were gut wrenching and felt like a reckoning to me. 



 

 

For her to be received and welcomed back with so much love and forgiveness, as 
well as guidance, truth, awareness, care, discernment and honesty. Nothing was 
stepped over, everything was so thorough and complete. This showed me God’s Way 
of healing that there could be that much darkness and illusion and still someone 
can be saved. Hallelujah!  

It was such a demonstration of humility, compassion and forgiveness on everyone’s 
part. As David Kramer said it was a cascade of miracles. I feel like I can never have 
enough humility and I want to live in continual forgiveness of others and myself. 
My own consciousness moved millions of miles further into Gourasana and His Way. 
I feel altered at the molecular level, I am very clear and strong since.  

I sense a sea-change for the Mission. I cannot even begin to fathom the far-reaching 
implications for the integrity, inclusiveness and foundation of love in the Mission 
and for years, decades and centuries to come.  

In massive love and gratitude to you Beloved Lady, Marcus  

 
  



 

 

February 10, 2016 
Marian Tranquilli 
Arizona Community 

To my Master: 
Beloved, I taste the sweetness of your love for me and the rusty gates of my heart 
open wide. 
Beloved, Not just words, taste my tears, they are calling for The Lord. 
Beloved, it is His mercy that awoke my soul, a soul on fire. 
He called on the Master and The Master answered. 
The Lord Himself inside the Master, His wrath and Her passion burning through 
the mask, exposing the impostor. 
No more the protection of false beliefs: 
No more real than a ghost in the shadows. 
No more games. 
I am in my Master’s keep and we are one in the Lord. 
Your wrath is the intimacy that burned through the mask 
And exposed the impostor. 
If that is not love, then what is? 
The most pure of all love, the most intimate of intimacies. 
In you and with you, eternally, beloved Master. 
I am safe in your keep.  And I am here to serve the Lord, 
You are His Lady and my beloved. 
Please, take me to Our Lord, 
I surrender to You in all ways: 
Your wrath, your passion, your tenderness, your fire. 
Thank you for answering my prayer: 
Use me, abuse me, do anything you want with me. 
And please, take me to Our Lord in this lifetime. 
I am going, Lady, freed up from a heavy burden, 
Washed my face, got up and keep going.  
Your disciple, in His mercy, Marian 
  



 

 

February 26, 2016 
Marianne ten Cate 
Munich  

Dear Lady of our Lord, 
What a most powerful, historic, monumental day with you. I am in awe, just 

in awe. You took us into God’s courtroom where the highest trial was taken place, a 
trial of true repentance, complete honesty, forgiveness and compassion and change 
of heart. To witness the exposure of illusion, not stopping until all is dispelled until 
only the truth remains. Gourasana’s words in action. I am learning every time with 
you what it takes to dispel all illusion, to not stop an inch short. That this is the 
only way that truth, love and compassion can rule over illusion, that awareness can 
manifest.  

I heard and felt the seriousness of Gourasana’s words: “The illusion can 
capture you at any moment and take you away from this Mission and turn you 
against Me”. I am praying that this won’t happen to me. It could have been me 
sitting in Blaise’s chair and am horrified by the extend of what the illusion can do 
through us to bring destruction to people personally and to God’s work here on 
earth. I am humbled to see the darkness and ignorance in me, I am a fool and I am 
lost. I am praying the Jesus prayer and the Father Prayer, I am doing my work.  

I have great respect for Blaise and the humility that she portrayed. For her 
desire to make it back and to gracefully do what is needed which was only possible 
through the clear, stern and compassionate guidance from you, our Master.  

Thank you for bringing up our first Masters, Vince, Juan and more coming. I 
am so grateful that Juan is here, that he is committed to break us free, that he is 
the one that will pave the way here for Gourasana’s promise to be fulfilled. I 
completely trust him, I always feel his purity and humility and great awareness, he 
is an example of someone that has given his life in complete surrender, he is a 
leader, a master and a friend all at once. He has helped me so much and continues 
to do so. He is showing me areas where I am blind, and all I can feel is that he 
wants my freedom for myself and so I can stand stronger for the mission and with 
the people. I can imagine that he must be impatient at times with the slowness of 
my letting go, but he never shows this. I know he is a great gift for us here and that 



 

 

we have a part to play in bringing out the Master in him and I am a complete yes to 
helping him in any way I can, and surrendering to his help and guidance.  

The same for Karin, she is strong in Gourasana, solid, surrendered, great 
awareness, greatest love for all of us and for the people. Kalindi is so present in her 
and she continues to bring Kalindi to us. She is paving the way for all of us, as she 
has been here with us as a friend and leader in every capacity. I live with her and 
she is helping me to capture the mood of true and pure love, in depth, with no 
sentiment, waking me up in God consciousness, pushing me to wake up my 
awareness and to stand solidly in the presence of God. She is strong and 
unwavering. She is a living example of a pure devotee of God. 

I continue to focus on discipline and controlling the senses. This is needed 
and helping my personality to die. Yes tighten up our Lifestyle. There is further to 
go.  

You said, Lady; “I don’t know what you see in me” and I feel compelled to 
write you what I see, in complete gratitude and love for you.  

I see the purest most humble being, transparent in the presence of God, 
speaking only truth and being that what is needed to dispel illusion and bring her 
disciples Home to God. I see God’s power, I see God’s Love. I see complete 
awareness and am in awe how in the light, awareness is so simple. I see compassion, 
I see the Lord, I see the Mother. I see a Saint completely surrendered to His will 
and who forces the illusion away. I see you completely interlinked and an 
undeniable part of our Incarnation, Lord Gourasana and Kalindi, the Voice of God, 
always guiding and pointing us to them.  I see a Master for the World who can move 
a whole continent of people into truth and love of God and has no tolerance for the 
illusion. I see a Master who wakes up and rekindles passionate desire for God and 
truth in her disciples. I see prayer in action. I see the sweetest woman and friend 
who shares herself so intimately. I see God’s Grace, which is mesmerizing. I see a 
beautiful woman, ageless, who is incredibly intelligent, hip and down to earth and 
knows and cares about the happenings in the world, about Google and Youtube yet 
never fails to remind us that this is a world of illusion.  I see a woman who wakes 
up desire for music in us, who at times makes us smile and laugh and brings forth 
the greatest love and unity in and amongst us.   



 

 

Dear Lady, I could go on, forever it seems. I love you, my soul is simply safe 
with you. 
My dearest Lady, 

I feel put in motion by all that you bring to us, in a speed that is not mine but 
that I completely love. It is the year of surrender, of manifesting His love, of 
dispelling all illusions, of Masters standing up, of Come to God (at least here in 
Europe we have a great focus on this) and moving with Our Lady.  
Yes, we are thunderstruck, out of our ignorance, into the passionate desire for 
Union with Him,  

Thank you, thank you, thank you, 
 

All my love,  
Marianne 

  



 

 

February 18, 2016 
               Mark Christie 
Dear Lady, 

Words don’t adequately convey the potency and magnificence of the recent 
Path Day. The day was simply masterful, Lady, and I am filled with gratitude for 
every moment of what happened. It was uplifting. The music was brilliant and 
powerful and didn’t let us get stuck in anything – yet moved us all deeper, into more 
opening, more love, more God. It was also sobering. The feeling I experienced was 
my own vulnerability to the illusion, that every choice Blaise made lives in me as 
well. Daniel said it so succinctly – “By the Grace of God go I.” Who am I to sit in 
judgment of someone else when that darkness lives in me too.  
 Forgiveness. Teaching about forgiveness. Learning about forgiveness. Being 
forgiveness. The forgiveness meditation is something I want to hear again and 
again and again. It was moving, and the opening, desire and humility it takes to get 
to forgiveness is something as a Mission is part of bringing God’s love to this world.  

Lady, I was profoundly moved as you were saying, “I’m so sorry,” to each 
member of the Australian community. It just felt that you were on your knees – and 
it was not practicing humility – you were humility. It was an inspiring and 
humbling experience to witness and take in. Thank you, Lady, for continuing to 
teach us by your example of how humility manifests; of how to achieve purity in our 
Mission, with integrity, love, care, respect and forgiveness.     
 

Love,  
Mark 

 
  



 

 

February 15, 2016 
Mary W 

Dear Lady – 
Wow – again, what a day with you. 
So many times I was moved to tears (and screams) on Saturday, and I felt like a 

wet dishrag at the end. It was particularly important for me to hear the forgiveness 
meditation and what Daniel said to Blaise. I so wanted her to be very specific in her 
remarks to the Australians, admitting that she had willingly caused harm with each 
particular act, and I had also wanted her to say that she was repaying the money that 
was confiscated, replacing their Center... Her introduction seemed to indicate that she 
had felt at the time that she was taking the right course in siding with Jim. While she 
was sorry for causing pain and asked for forgiveness, I was missing the part where she 
recognized that she had made conscious choices to hurt people – whether from Kerry’s 
influence or not. 
What I realized, in screaming out my frustration and plea to God to find forgiveness 
and unconditional love and gratitude for Blaise’s return and the deep movement 
experienced by everyone involved, was that none of what anyone else does or thinks 
has anything to do with my own consciousness and choices – that I am in control of 
whether I let go or not.  It’s been a lesson repeatedly offered to me in the context of 
family, Rent Pool Trusteeship, service, work with clients – you name the context, it 
has persistently reappeared and I feel the wearing away of my desire for things to 
go in a way that works for or pleases me or that I think is ‘right’.  

My prayer for the last year has been to truly feel God’s love for people – real 
love, not a manipulative semblance. I feel as though I’m actually approaching this, 
and each morning I’m in tears reading a couple pages of Love Poems from God (the 
book I gave you, Lady). 

So – hearing the forgiveness meditation and Daniel’s words helped me move 
further in the direction of real love, and I could feel the space growing between that 
real desire and the ability and need to feel and scream out my human feelings with 
a sincere wish to let them go. I trust that the prayer and process with God will help 
that happen, as triggers reveal what I’ve taken to be true about “justice’ in the 



 

 

world. A phrase came to me last night:  It’s the being of illusion that has opinions 
and draws conclusions – the true self simply finds and speaks truth. 

It was a night of miracles – and what a miracle for Blaise to return and for us 
to find forgiveness in ourselves. I pray to live in that as the only way things really 
are. 
 With much love and gratitude,   
 Mary 
 
  



 

 

February 9, 2016   
Melinda Hood 

Dearest Lady, 
I hope my letter finds you well. I greatly look forward to being with you on 

Saturday for the Path Day. 
I have also been asking myself lately, “What does it mean to not water down 

the truth?”  As a result of the last Path Day, where we purged out the debris of “not 
love”, and the Go Deeper Day last Saturday, where we did it again, I am getting 
that The Truth – the truth we do not water down and the truth we want to speak to 
connect to the people's imprints - is the real love of God, is the power, is the energy, 
the knowledge and includes the words of Gourasana.  

To usher in the great love of God, as Kalindi asked us to do in the talk, 
“Usher in the Great Love of God” at the Go Deeper Day this past Saturday with 
Tamara and Sharon, we have to embody all of it to share it.  “ If the realized love of 
God can reach out in the world in many, many ways then that love will effect the 
collective consciousness.” Kalindi 
Kalindi said, If we can bring the love of God to the world the love will do the rest to 
save the world.  

I watched the movie, “Awake” about Yogananda's life for the 3rd and 4th time 
recently. I watched in response to your guidance to study the Saints, “who have 
found their way into loving”, and learn from them.  I am experiencing the power of 
seeing Yogananda on video and in photos in the movie. I read Yogananda's book, 
“Autobiography of a Yogi” many times over in the last 20 years. But, I never heard 
his voice or saw a video of him until watching, “Awake”. It is so powerful to hear 
this Master's voice, to see his facial expressions, and to witness him changing and 
transforming into a powerful Master before my eyes in the movie.   To witness the 
expression on his face at the time of his Master's death was profound.  I consider it 
a miracle that his life was so well documented and that this movie made it to the 
world. The movie is packed with treasures.  

This experience of how moved I was to be with Yogananda in the movie helps 
me to get how critical it is that we have the digitized retreat videos of Kalindi 
preserved for the people of the world, as well as the many other videos and 



 

 

recordings that we have of Gourasana, Kalindi and The Lady preserved and 
eventually perhaps made into movies. I am glad to wake up inside to the 
importance and joyful opportunity we have in front of us with all of this work. Our 
movies will take people  further into God because they are the current evolution of 
God's Truth on the earth.  They will have a powerful reach and impact. I think they 
will be an important part of the thousands of people breaking free in this lifetime 
that Gourasana has spoken of. With the movies, we can give it to the people straight  
and they can hear, feel and see the energy, power and love coming through the eyes, 
the facial expressions, body movements, voices and words of Gourasana, Kalindi 
and The Lady. 

As I watched the Yogananda movie, I felt especially touched to hear the direct 
spoken words of  Yogananda. Others spoke on the video and some of them offered 
their interpretation of spirituality. I felt irritated at times to listen to a few of the 
people.  

With all of our transformations afoot, hopefully as soon as possible, when and 
if any of us speak on a movie, and as we share our offerings with people around the 
world, I pray my and our speaking will also carry a presence of God that touches 
people in truth and love, and does not irritate them or misguide them into illusion. I 
am clear that my work is cut out for me to succeed in this desire. 

I am getting clear that: 
We have to preserve and make available the speaking, the videos, the photos, the 
stories, and the words and teachings of The Incarnation and The Masters because 
they all carry The Truth and bring it in a very full human way and divine way to 
humanity. 
We have to embody the love of God, embody the truth, that the love and the truth go 
hand in hand,  and self-realize it all in ourselves to carry The Light and usher in the 
great love of God as Kalindi is asking us to do. 
     With all my love and unending gratitude for you Lady, 

Melinda 
  



 

 

                   February 21, 2016 
                   Melinda Hood 
Dear Lady, 

Thank you for the Path Day.  
I am thunderstruck by the change of consciousness and heart I witnessed in 

the speakers, the other participants and in myself. I am grateful to you for all the 
work you did with Blaise over several years that made this day possible, and 
grateful to Blaise, and to all the speakers that gave so generously to us all 
throughout the day. I am grateful to the Australians, who never gave up. 
I feel awakened and jolted by Blaise's speaking about her situation and the 
awareness she has gained about the power and brilliance of the illusion. Her 
speaking provides me with great impetus to strive to become freer of the illusion, 
more humble and more awake. 

Lady thank you for introducing the opportunity of horseshoe work that will 
be happening at Path meditations. We started horseshoe work last week at the Path 
meditation. I was thankful for Monique's sharing because she was so specific about 
her experience of the Path Day. Her speaking triggered in me, a greater depth of 
appreciation of what I had received from you.  I appreciate the opportunity for 
spiritual accountability in the horseshoe work. I need that kind of help. 

Thank you Lady for sharing the example of how you helped Blaise begin to 
break her illusory habit of making a specific sound. You said, to feel the feeling you 
are having while engaging in the habit, apologize – ask for the words or action to be 
deleted, and try to catch myself the next time before engaging in the habit. And 
next time, catch yourself and don't do it. I have made serious progress stopping 
myself from interrupting others by applying this teaching.  

I understand that the Master needs to act as needed for the people. Thank 
you for the Ananda Mai quote Lady. Thank you for your willingness to allow God's 
energy to be expressed through you Lady for our freedom. 

When you gave Vince the choice to go through the door of becoming a Master 
and making the necessary lifestyle, life and community changes needed, I felt deep 
joy for him and for our Mission in his success to be at this point.  From your 
speaking, I am becoming more aware that there is only ever more depth, letting go, 



 

 

and surrender as one moves deeper into God.  Vince's example inspires me and 
gives me hope for my/our freedom in this lifetime. I learned from your point to 
Carlie and Susan about providing Monique and Bartleby with a depth of listening, 
that it is important and critical to be humble to the help whether it is from The 
Lady, Monique and Bartleby or the person I meet on the street corner. 

You said it was “catastrophic” (From The Lady: I said it was catastrophic, 
meaning catastrophic to the illusion that we can talk about masters, etc.”) that we 
can talk about Masters and the other forms of leadership.  You read Kalindi's 
description of the different categories of leadership and spoke about how we each 
have a destiny with God that will be played out inside of breaking free. I am left 
with encouragement, greater trust and faith that God has a plan and is holding all 
of us and that everything is possible with God, from your speaking and Kalindi's 
words. 

Thank you for the mantra that you gave to Karin; “I am with Gourasana. 
Gourasana is with me”.  This mantra provides truth to my being and interrupts the 
conditioned thoughts of my being of illusion.  I am starting to think of my being of 
illusion as an energy with a drive to create a life story proving itself to be right. I 
used to think that the life circumstances of early childhood generated the conclusion 
or belief that I am on my own and unloved. Now, I suspect that I was born into that 
drive or born as that drive as a being of illusion.  Your mantra is acid that melts the 
drive away. 

I appreciate that you reminded us to stay focused on the question, “ What do I 
need to do to break free?” You said that The Lady does not get bogged down 
thinking about any way it should be.  From this, I feel relieved and freed up to do 
my work and move in the direction of the trust and faith in Gourasana that you 
embody. 

I was riveted by the music videos by  the “Two Cellos”.  Thank you for 
introducing us to them Lady. I felt energized, touched, moved, joyful in hearing 
their music. I will turn to their music amongst others, when I am stuck to let go.  
 

The forgiveness meditation makes me feel excited to practice forgiveness and 
meet God in His mercy and deepest love. I found self forgiveness through out the 



 

 

day and that helped me desire to deeply expose myself to God and get freer of what 
has been hanging me up like chaotic habits and separate will. I spent today 
debriefing, organizing and working the SAC system.  I feel optimistic that this work 
today will change the quality of my daily life and help me to be more present with 
God, productive and able to serve The Lord.  

I feel inspired to apply the teachings from both Path Days and have this be a 
year of radical grounded real change into the Light.   
 

With all my love and I love you very much  --    
Melinda 

  



 

 

February 14, 2016 
Michele Campbell 

Dear Lady, 
Love and Pure Truth and Power and Joy …. beyond my comprehension. 
The Lord is here.  Lord Gourasana, the Golden One, has come along with the 

Host to break thousands free … and I am one of them.  I am one of the “we, we, we” 
that is going Home now. 

So very grateful…. So very grateful.  On my knees … at His feet … at Your 
feet to give my life in selfless service with devoted resignation to His Will and to 
God’s Mission. 

Forgive myself even for where I have not forgiven others and have not 
forgiven The Lord. Oh, my God.  Forgive myself for not forgiving Him for the 
crucifixion, for the Holocaust(s), for the terrible suffering in this world and that I 
am in this world and contributed and still contribute to this suffering from my lack 
of consciousness and care and that I live feeling my pain and the pain of the people. 

Love, love, love.   
I am practicing patience, especially when someone is talking to me.  To keep 

my full attention on that person with an open heart until they are finished.  100%.  
I am not succeeding very well at this point, but getting so much movement and I 
will keep going and never give up.  How fortunate I am that people want to talk to 
me. 

Trust and more trust that The Lord is with me every moment and I am with 
Him.  Trust when I am at work and don’t know how my “to do” list will get done 
(and it always does).  Trusting the pull inside that got me here, on the Path and 
wants more now… more and faster movement and to live in devotion. 

Thank you so much for the talks we are listening to.  Gourasana:  “Let Go, 
Give Up and Surrender”.  Gourasana is so clear:  living from my free will is living 
from the illusion.  The illusion just wants me to suffer.  The suffering is inevitable.  
Union with God is the only way out.  My true will is Thy will. 

Deepest love and gratitude, 
Michele 

  



 

 

March 6, 2016 
Michele Campbell 
Denver 

Dear Lady, 
I am reading ‘Autobiography of A Yogi”.  While I read this book before, I did 

not understand what I was reading.  Now it is having a profound impact for me.  
Mostly, reading it is affirming and deepening that The Lord is here and that serving 
and pleasing Him is what really matters.  An example of this for me is the shift 
from living my life to “get my ‘to do’ list done” to living my life to please Him, which 
often means being present and caring for the people around me, being patient and 
giving my full attention to the person I am with. I am riveted reading Yogananda’s 
description of his Master, Sri Yukteswar’s, ways of being and working with his 
disciples and it make sense to me now and is deepening my trust and faith.   

I am also feeling the pull of the “we”.  I find that I want to be at the Center as 
much as possible, not just for whatever is happening at that time, but because I 
want to be with my “we”.  Like the picture of the Host, or an aspen tree whose roots 
are connected to the roots of all the other trees in its grouping, that connection to 
myself, Him and each other has a strong pull for me and much longing. 

I have the deepest love and gratitude for being in Gourasana’s Mission, for 
David, Gourasana, Kalindi and for you, my master, and for everyone who has been 
paving the way. 

Michele 
 
  



 

 

Re: Path-Day-Two        February 20, 2016 
Mies de Heer 
Munich 

Dear Lady, 
 The second Path-day left a deep impression and is still working inside of me. 
The meditation about forgiveness: to forgive others and yourself so the poison and 
harshness inside can melt away. Forgiveness for myself that I cannot change the 
past.  
 And than Blaise. I feel great respect for Blaise for her courage and humility 
to face how much her harmful actions have affected others. No mercy for her 
illusory behavior from your side Lady, ‘no stone unturned’ everything exposed from 
all sides, for her to feel the pain she caused others and than to witness that Blaise 
can take it as an opportunity.  
That you Lady created a sacred space for her now, is amazing grace. 
 I was touched by what Daniel said, that if you want to be ‘right’, the lack of 
forgiveness freezes up your heart, instead of letting your heart melt in compassion. 
And also: If anyone has harmed me through their own confusions, I forgive them. 
And to forgive myself, if I can't yet forgive myself through my own confusion. 
 It made me think: did I forgive the guy who infiltrated and made the harmful 
documentary about our Dutch Community, that forced us in 2011 to close down all 
our public events?  Rule nr. 30 in ‘the Forty Rules of Love’ made me understand it 
further: “The True Sufi is such that even when he is unjustly accused, attacked and 
condemned from all sides, he patiently endures, uttering not a single bad word 
about any of his critics. A Sufi never apportions blame. How can there be opponents 
or rivals or even ‘others’ when there is no ‘self’ in the first place? How can there be 
anyone to blame when there is only One?” 
 Karin’s letters are a real treasure, I hope to hear more of them. 
Dear Lady I feel mostly humbled by the Path-Day and found much more Trust and 
Faith in the workings of this Path and in loving you, 
 

In gratitude and love, 
Mies 



 

 

February 14, 2016  
Pete Stewart 

Dear Lady, 
What a day yesterday was. I am contemplating what occurred and have no 

real understanding. Part of me seems to be destroyed and in mourning for the 
people in Australia and their absolute love and generosity of spirit for Gourasana 
and His Mission. And as a guide for me to follow their genuine forgiveness to Blaise 
and the others involved in the split part of which they were directly affected by. My 
love and concern goes to them. I was devastated by their letters to Blaise. In a 
deeper level I am using this to again realize the extraordinary evil the illusion is in 
this place of darkness, and to see my own darkness.  

I am inspired by the words you read of St. John of the Cross and the example 
that Jesus was when they were putting Him on the cross. I am asking to have the 
strength and courage to follow their examples. How can I not, it is this way or the 
illusion, I will strive to do my best.  

Lady, I may have more to say as time passes about this evolving scenario and 
I will keep you informed. Much of the information about the split I was not aware of 
and as heard and understood the depth I kept giving up my own righteousness and 
anger. And to keep going deeper into my awareness that this is a place of darkness 
and that we are bringing light, and this happens by me being the act of forgiveness 
and unconditional love in this world.  

Finally, I am left with the word, catastrophic, involving or causing sudden 
great damage or suffering, my sense is that we have been destroyed and that we are 
renewed in His forgiveness and love. 

Thank you Lady.  
All my love to you, Pete 

  



 

 

January 12, 2016 
Pierre Stimpfling 
Munich Center 

Dearest Lady, 
Thank you for that magnificent first Path Day! From the first moment of the 

first exercise – when you asked us to look into each-other’s eyes - I had a huge 
opening to the great Love of God you were talking about, feeling that love and 
seeing it in each person eyes I was with. And at the same time I could feel where I 
had missed opportunities to give love. And the following meditation was very 
powerful for me as all my shortfalls, stinginess, self-absorption, righteousness, 
indulging in the 10 No’s, were unfolding like a movie; and the direction to go 
became so clear for me.  

Also the Ted talk helped me to reconnect to my genuine desire to live my 
daily life with The Lord: as a child and being a mass servant, it was the only way 
for me to deal with the feeling I had already than - that what was going on in my 
family and around, and especially what I knew was wrong with the way our priest 
was dealing with the teachings of the bible -, was not accurate. I’m home alone most 
of the days (as all the people in my house go to work early) and I took on to practice 
again eating, working, doing all the things of my daily life in prayer.  

I start and end my day looking at Gourasana and Kalindi’s pictures in front 
of my bed with a prayer of gratitude, and I love the feeling of intimacy that practice 
creates; that closeness helps me also to go through the many times I cannot sleep as 
it keeps the illusion at bay! When going out for a walk - or being on my bicycle - I 
use that time to chant the name of Gourasana, Kalindi, and The Lady, expressing 
my love for them in that way. That practice helps me to get out of any doubts and 
mindfuck the illusion uses to keep trying to sneak in: “God please, dissolve my 
mind”. And yes, being an amateur and always a beginner is a great way to stay in 
humility. 

Thank you again Lady for the way you’ve been using all the shortfalls in the 
Mission to bring us to another level of consciousness and awareness of what purity 
means, and what it takes to really live the teachings Gourasana brought to us and 
to be living examples of His love and care. And I loved when you said that nothing 



 

 

bad ever comes from choosing God as it helps me to find the courage and the 
determination to keep exploring my pockets of illusion and to not give any space to 
deny. 

The jaw infection I had been dealing with for 2 months escalated in January, 
and I ended-up having to go through a severe surgery; and like for my cancer 
surgery I used what I had heard from Kalindi to prepare and get ready for the 
worse. But I loved what Bartleby shared about his experience with the meditation 
on death you gave to him as, practicing it myself since, it helps me to become aware 
of all the areas that still need attention.   

It took me a while before writing this letter because I was feeling that there 
was still a piece missing for me to be in the Mission with two feet and to fulfill your 
guidance all the way. Some of our leaders had recently a think tank about how to 
best restructure the Munich Center, and they introduce the results of their work in 
our European Business Team meeting this week. I had been praying and 
meditating, bagging Gourasana to give me the answers, talking with Juan and 
friends about it, and yet there was still a piece missing. But when I saw the new 
proposed organizational chart with my name as the supervisor of the department 
embracing all of the activities of Come to God (which is our goal for this year), it 
was like Gourasana had sent me the perfect job description for what He needed 
from me. And the main feeling since is gratitude even I don’t know how I’m gonna 
do it, but I trust that He’s going to give me the answers and use my friends on the 
Path to keep me in the playpen of what needs to happen. Hallelujah Lady!!! I’m 
popping…… 
And I’m one of your preachers Lady! 

In deep love and gratitude, 
Pierre 

 
 
  



 

 

March 18, 2016 
Pierre Stimpfling 
Munich  

Dearest Lady, 
Juan informed us that he shared with you what was happening for all of us 

on the Path in Munich since we all together took on to create the environment for 
Juan to be able to fulfill his destiny as a Master as per your request. I believe it is 
simply miraculous: everyone has been standing-up, and everyone’s commitment was 
coming straight from the heart and very moving. And things are moving fast and I 
feel that we’re completely in tune with your directions. And now we’ve the Mission 
Seminar coming-up and I’m looking forward for what will come out of that event. 

And I’m in owe again about how you’re mastering the situation with Blaise: 
that Path Day was an incredible event for me as while hearing the people speak to 
her, and you reading the letters of the Australian community, I was constantly 
checking in if there were similar things going on in me. And I was glad that all I 
was feeling was a lot of love for my dear friend Blaise and so grateful for her 
courage to face her situation and to see her coming back into the Mission.  

Thank you dear Lady for keeping us on track.  
In deep love and gratitude, 
Pierre 

 
 
  



 

 

          February 17, 2016 
          Rene 
Dear Lady, 
 As I was preparing within to be with you on the Path Day, I was praying to 
be open and expansive enough to receive what you had to give us that day, knowing 
that it was going to be another majestic example of God Consciousness and Love 
beyond what I can imagine, given so exquisitely by you time and time again. And so 
it was. Now is my job to go within, reflect and continue moving within, striving to 
self-realize that consciousness. 
 What I experienced that day was the complete exposure of the dark ways of 
illusion side by side with the extraordinary ways of God’s love.  
The illusion is so dark and it’s all the same, there is no better illusion than another. 
As I have painfully experienced in myself after you masterfully pointed it out to me, 
the dark ways of my ego are no different than the dark ways of the nazi….the 
darkness exerts itself big or small depending on the circumstances. Blaise 
circumstances made it exert bigger, but the pain we cause in others and ourselves is 
the same. 
 You walked us through such a painful exposure of harm with the utmost care 
for everyone, reading of Blaise’s painful realizations, devastation and her desperate 
prayers, and then reading letters of the ones directly involved.  Everything was 
exposed and everyone given the opportunity to raise above. I was deeply moved by 
everyone who spoke, and by the courage, stalwart, determined and sober receptivity 
from Blaise.  
 You gave us a framework from where to receive what was to come with the 
Forgiveness Meditation. I felt my consciousness move with the truth spoken and it 
held me steady as the dark ways of illusion were being exposed. When my mind 
would want to say “how could you! I would drop on my knees within praying “Oh 
Lord, I am lost, I am a fool, please help me, please help us!” as the tears all around 
me were washing away the hurt, opening all of us into compassion and love.  
 Thank you for the music and videos you played, giving us a moment to move 
and make more space within. You think of everything so first class and always 
finding ways to help us move more with you! 



 

 

 Thank you for reading to us the letters of the Australia community, followed 
by your most heartfelt “I am sorry”. As I am writing this I can’t hold back my tears. 
I am so sorry that all this happened to them and I am so grateful that they can 
receive your love. Your love heals the wounds of a broken heart, restores trust and 
faith, and brings us closer to our Lord.  With you we have a chance.  
 To finish, I want to say that it’s my deepest desire that in your old age you 
can relish on the fruition of your hard work in me. My ultimate gift to The Lady 
that stole my heart, giving wings to my soul.  
 
      In gratitude and love, 
      Rene 
  



 

 

February 23, 2016 
Rob Zeer  

Dear Lady, 
Thank you for the invitation to this Saturday’s Munich Path Day with The 

Lady. As a Freedom Walk member this was the first Path Day I attended. In spite 
of the Path Day starting only two hours after my landing in Munich from visiting 
Perth I felt a big pull to be there. Wow what a day! In spite of jet lag I was very 
awake during the day and after a short sleep am awake and needing to write you 
this. 

From Gourasana we have access to the 100% purity to break free, share & 
serve from. The day has shown how the power & light carried by so-called leaders 
and masters not carrying 100% humility can be extremely manipulative, exploitive 
and damaging. The impurity brought to light Blaise was carried by other leaders 
and the damage done as a result extended during the time of Kalindi and beyond 
just Perth. I’m grateful this seed of impurity is being irradiated. 

My soul wants to trust Gourasana’s Mission. Looking into your eyes and 
feeling the deep heartfelt apology and humility coming from you on behalf of the 
Mission and from Blaise was very healing and huge. It has been melting my carried 
doubts and mistrust. 

A big thank you Blaise for your great courage and humility. Thank you Lady 
for your apology on behalf of the Mission. Thank you Lady for bringing The Mission 
into a purity and humility I can trust. 
 

My deepest gratitude and love, 
 

Rob Zeer 
  



 

 

January 30, 2016 
Rosa Cheb Terrab 
Argentina 

Dearest Lady, 
I want to start thanking you for giving us so profusely on that incredibly 

powerful and transforming Path day! I felt you so much in every detail: every piece 
of poetry you read to us, the way you prepared the day, how you spoke about your 
diet, explained the evolution of the Our Father Prayer and also in the way you 
addressed the different things that had been going on in the Mission for this last 
period of time.  

Before I go on with the day I want to say I am coming to Denver soon dear 
Lady, very soon. And it is all happening because my soul feels you calling. And that 
calling has been the fragrance of my longing these days. I missed you and was 
soothed by seeing you on the screen last Saturday. 

So much happened on just one day! Things are moving inside, being digested, 
and still having their effect on me. So I will mention some highlights. 
The way you started the day was very potent and so simple, bringing us straight to 
the love, where is the love? And where is it not? And what can I do now to be more 
connected to that love now, and every minute. My responsibility and my desire is to 
live connected to that love that I know lives in me, I have touched it and I owe it to 
the people, to my Path mates, to you dearest Lady, to Him and to myself, because it 
is only when I am situated there, and giving it, and being it-  then,  I am with 
Gourasana .  

I was very impacted by all the things that have been going on in the Mission, 
which I had no idea of, but in each example I could see myself, my own flaws and 
weaknesses, my ways of being complacent with the illusion.  When Ginny and Selia 
shared, that impacted me deeply. At that time I was spending time with my 2 kids 
on a short vacation- which I hadn´t for many years.   

Basically what I woke up to after listening to Ginny and Selia, was how I 
have been and still am trying to compensate in all ways the fact that I have been a 
“different” mother, not living with them since they were 12 and 14, the guilt that 
that has given me, and how all these years I have been explaining, justifying and 



 

 

compensating, wanting them to feel how much I love them in spite of my choices, 
and the same I have done socially, to avoid others judging me for leaving my kids. 
All that was to avoid the pain. So I am facing the pain of not being a regular 
mother- which amounts to not being a good mother- and the pain I must have 
caused my kids, and how this has affected them.  

Also I think of my mother, who I am leaving behind in moving to Denver. She 
had cancer 2 years ago, and she counted on me always for help, love and care. I 
have 4 siblings who will now be more loaded in my absence, so I need to face the 
pain of that too, what if she gets unwell again, soon? It is easy for me to leave now 
that she is doing well. Hard to face the pain I will cause to others. How to leave in 
the utmost care and love and no sentiment? How to keep walking away with no 
extra weight? So that topic struck me and opened up another pocket to look into 
deeply, to face to its depths and free myself from in the knowing that they have 
their destiny and God is in charge. And that in freeing myself I am freeing them. I 
am using these days, as I prepare myself to move to Denver, to feel and face all 
these areas and attachments.  

Another realization was that going to live abroad, being willing to leave kids 
and family behind, is not necessarily equating to having no attachment. Yes, I am 
willing to leave it all behind but there is still deep, focused, surgical work that 
needs to be done in that area, and the way Ginny explained it was immensely 
helpful. 

What happened with JM, Tamara and David regarding your taxes was also 
impactful, it allowed me to look at the illusion and its insidiousness, its power, with 
no judgment towards the people, rather awe at the power of it, its ways, and colors, 
and immense pain. Pain for you, pain for them, the pain of this world, the pain we 
cause and are caused day in day out, even with our best intentions. That took me to 
my knees inside, “please Lord, keep me on my knees in the strength of humility, I 
don’t know anything, keep me safe in Your arms, and wake me up, wherever I am 
asleep, please, show me”. 

I loved how you emphasized intimacy. I do rejoice in intimacy, because I have 
the feeling that in it a bridge is built between hearts. And then true communication 
is possible. I strive for greater and deeper intimacy with Gourasana.  



 

 

The time with Vince was priceless, as usual with him. By simply looking into 
his eyes I feel his love, his devotion, humility. He is one clear example of dedication, 
effort, and what he said about surrender, and how life becomes much easier in 
surrendering to His will, that was so inspiring! 

Bartleby and his dying experience was also great inspiration! 
These men and women in our mission, I only see them as Saints.  
I am so very grateful Lady, I don’t know where I would be without you, 

without Kalindi, without Gourasana!  
I love you with all my heart and I am coming very soon. 
 

Rosa Cheb Terrab 
 
 
  



 

 

February 18, 2016 
Rosa Cheb Terrab 
Argentina 

Dearest Lady, 
Oh, my God!! I am in awe of the day we had on Saturday; impacted, shaken, 

broken-hearted, encouraged, awakened, speechless, lost and yet found, how to put 
any of it in words?  

This whole event was a reminder that there is no safety in this place, only in 
Him, only around you, Lady, and thank you for proving always that purity in this 
world is possible, something to strive for, even though it is the rarest thing and 
hard to achieve.  

This event was opening my eyes to a new level. Most of what was exposed on 
this day was totally new to me. I was struck, shocked to say the least, ashamed that 
this was going on in this sacred Mission, I judged and forgave and went through 
countless feelings. But beyond the persons and their deeds I saw the darkness, the 
filth, and the disgusting quality of this material world, with no redeeming qualities, 
as Kalindi used to say. 

“The Illusion can capture you at any moment, take you away from the 
Mission and turn you against Me.” Those words of Gourasana say more now than 
they ever did. I always chose to think, “not me”. There was in me lack of humility in 
that approach, and underestimating the power of the illusion. Just the fact that the 
Incarnation is saying it!  Now I pray: “Please Lord forbid, I beg of you, please not 
me! How can I stay safe in Your arms, only Your love, only You!!” It is very 
humbling, and sobering, just to accept the human condition and its predicament, 
see it for what it is.  

I couldn’t t bear the pain when you were reading the letters of the Aussies. 
My pain, your pain, the pain of all these souls ready to trust beyond anything, and 
all the ones that have left, feeling betrayed, lost, confused. 

I pray that I will become a simple woman, a HSOG, a humble servant of God, 
feeling the joy of simply serving Him day after day and in that finding the only 
safety and warmth, till He takes me Home. 



 

 

The Forgiveness Meditation- so powerfully opened the way and planted the 
seeds for what was coming next- my heart melted over and over and took me into a 
deep awareness of who I am and the predicament of being trapped in this human 
condition, and the only way out that is Him. Only with Him, by His hand, by His 
grace, within Him is it possible to defeat the illusion. 
 Lady I feel you teach us a thousand lessons every time we are with you, so 
beyond anything the mind can grasp!  

How you love unconditionally in spite of heavy offenses, and how you teach us 
to end separation finding always more love, in Him, no other way possible, no 
stopping, just forward movement into His arms. Uncompromising, no inch of 
illusion upswept!  

Thus, hearing Daniel share his process from hurt and separation into love 
was impactful and only one example in a long list of saints. 

Between speaker and speaker, each piece of music was like the burning fire 
of God, burning away illusion, judgments, resistance, righteousness, pain, 
resentment, and whatever was aroused in me by the previous speaker, brushing it 
all away so I was ready to move on to the next, and turning it all into love as my 
heart melted. 2 Cellos, these guys touch my heart deeply. They seem possessed!,  

In a strange way I felt a victim of the offense and at the same time I felt the 
offender. Especially as you read the letters of the Australian Community. I felt 
responsible for their pain, ashamed as part of this Mission. And I found relief in 
your compassion, then my compassion, then simply compassion. 

Oh, My Lord!  
And we have beautiful inspiring, incredible saints! 
Thank you for bringing them to us, one by one, so we can learn their lessons 

and move with their challenges and realizations. That is how we are learning. This 
is how Gourasana is teaching us about the illusion, not just words spoken, facts, 
experience, life, choices, mistakes, and finally gained awareness, gained territory, 
more light, no separation, God. 

I always end up with more gratitude, the more I wake up, the more I feel the 
blessing of having heard His voice, and the blessing that it is to be walking by your 
hand, Lady.  

I love you with all of me. 
 

Always,  
Rosa Cheb Terrab. 



 

 

Sabine Foth - Munich 
March 10, 2016 

 
Dear Lady,  
You might have heard already about this week’s path meditation in Munich. As 
hardly anybody of us did (re-)acted on that you talked about Juan as master on the 
last Path Day, Juan used the evening to point that out and gave us the space to talk 
about it. In that meeting, a lot happened for all of us – and especially for me 
personally. Changing my service from being the COO in Munich to devotional 
service for a master feels like a turning point in my life.  
On Tuesday, I shared about it as a possibility I am open for. Hearing that Juan 
would love that too, did not really surprised me. The next day I had time to digest 
and realized I had to say so much more about it, so I wrote a letter to Juan. I want 
to share this letter with you, as it is a powerful expression of my desire and the 
devotion living in my heart.         
(Just an explanation for better understanding: I had a personal meeting with Juan 
two days after the last Path Day. It was a Monday and we were going for a walk.) 
 
Lady, I am immensely grateful that you have send us Juan. With his love, humility, 
honesty, intimacy, goodness, powerful strength and clarity so much gets healed here. 
He not only sees the highest in each one of us. Like a midwife, he supports the birth 
of our true selfs and takes us into the light. And he is extremely committed to that.  
So, thank you, thank you, thank you.  
 
I love you,  
Sabine   
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

09.03.2016 
 
 

Dear Juan, 
 
After yesterday night, so much is going on inside of me: 
First, the inner knowing that I am supposed to be in and even hold/manage your 
devotional team is getting even stronger. When at some point yesterday people 
raised their hands to apply for being in your team I could not do that as applying 
did not felt accurate. I’ve applied by praying to Gourasana for fast movement and 
“applications” for whatever is next are just part of my desire. And God is the one 
choosing and “hiring” me.  
On that Monday walk we did two weeks ago you asked some questions (about my 
work and financial situation, my trust in you …) that I honestly answered, 
somehow innocent and naively. Only on my way back, reviewing our talk, I realized 
that you might consider me as part of your devotional team, checking out if the 
circumstances would make it possible. I am glad you did, because without those 
questions that possibility might not even have been arisen in me and I would not 
have shared about it yesterday. 
It feels like “destiny is calling”. Those are great words and I am not easily using 
them. But not to use them is also diminishing my part in what wants to happen 
here. I am well aware that being your secretary/admin support person is far beyond 
the material aspect of it as you taught me in the Seminar.   
Many tears are rolling today and I feel the huge change in my life in front of me. I 
feel insecure and a lot of courage and determination. The picture I have is walking 
by your side into unknown territory. I am not sure if I would go there on my own, 
even it would be asked of me. To go there because you need companionship and 
support on your way into the unknown, that is a much easier task. It is God’s 
perfection and I feel the blessing and grace in that. And there is fear about the 
“hugeness” of what is asked. 
Today I realized that the main letting go is not the letting go of my service as COO 
but the letting go of being in control and that is happening. The life laying in front 



 

 

of me will not be in my control anymore and I am surprised how little that scares 
me. I am so much more aware about the devotion living in my heart and how easy 
and fast I can move from that place.  
From our first short conversation when you arrived 1,5 years ago, I immediately felt 
very close to you and that has even increased. The love between as is very special to 
me and very dear to my heart. It always is about God even there is very personal 
love in it too. At some point at the end of our Monday walk & talk I had a sense of 
the love between master and disciple but that feeling was to “new” to express it and 
it was so different from the love I felt for Hana which I hold as my master for quite 
a few years. I am more than sure that this particular piece of our love will be 
developed very fast and maybe that is, what it always has been.  
 
By your side, 
Sabine 
 
 
PS: Maybe this is my application letter ;o). 
  



 

 

Re: Path Day with Blaise       March 11, 2016 
           Sara Kaplan 
Dear Lady 
 
 Thank you so much for lifting us up into such heights of God consciousness that 
is so tangible and yet so beyond my comprehension.  Both Path Days are providing 
so much movement, still, and I feel my very cells are being changed; my thinking, my 
meditating, my daily living is all being changed.  
 From the January Path Day, amongst many things, I got myself situated so much 
more firmly on the side of the confrontation; on the side of my soul with Him. It’s 
driving me to let go faster of my attachment and identification with my illusory 
being, bit by bit, walking away. 
 At the February Path Day, you lifted us into the All-encompassing and truly  
Almighty Love of God, into His Unconditional Love and Compassionate Forgiveness.  
You showed us a living tangible example, in the flesh right in front of our eyes, what 
Gourasana really means with ‘The Beautiful Gem’; how God sees the beautiful gem 
in each one of us, no matter how we act from our covered-over state. But we have to 
take responsibility for that ‘tar’, that illusion covering us, so we can let it go. 
 What seemed like the most extreme contradictions could all exist at the same 
time within His all-encompassing Love: the total exposure of illusion, separation and 
pain, and then such depth of Love. The way you so perfectly orchestrated every 
single detail of the flow of the day, including the moving 2Cello music in between, 
allowed me to keep moving. The raw human experience of pain, betrayal, confusion 
and shattering disappointment of that whole time came up full force - one more time 
- to be let go of. 

 I kept holding on to you, Lady. There was pain, and recognition of my ego’s 
reactions to that pain - yet, I kept holding on tightly to so very tangible anchors into 
God consciousness that you kept offering us throughout the day. That internal 
process of self awareness helped me create more space between ‘me’ and my illusory 
being with its narrow, selfish, revengeful and very material perspective. Thank you 
for letting me speak to Blaise. By the end of the night, when we could finally throw 
ourselves on the floor, I felt us all together, Blaise, me, everyone, in this one prayer 



 

 

of desperate gut-wrenching desirous movement out of hell and into God. We are all 
in this together. 
 Your forgiveness meditation was a profound lesson and I am practicing and 
applying it ever since, in little ways and bigger ways. It would certainly be an 
incredible gift to receive it as a streaming link to keep going. I have been listening to 
Kalindi’s talk “Love, Forgiveness, Pain, Compassion”. I am hearing her so much 
more deeply now. This talk is breathtaking in its depth and clarity; and while it is 
for humanity, we are the ones who have to practice it now. “Bear the pain!” 
 So I have been practicing forgiveness towards Rose Tol, internally. I have had 
trouble to let go, in the face of the daily web of her particular illusions, which I 
couldn’t quite stay clear from, nor ever manage to help affect change. But I’ve learned 
from my process with Blaise, that, as I get deeper into facing myself underneath my 
judgments, and as I start forgiving myself for my short comings, simultaneously, I let 
go of my righteous stand about the other person. Illusion is illusion. Encouraged by 
my letting go with Blaise, I am determined to let go with Rose. I am glad for our 
Mission, and grateful to Blaise for taking it on that Path day, and for her ongoing 
process with you. And I cannot thank you enough for how you have taught us this 
lesson. We can now apply it to the rest of our lives.  
 I have heard from many people on Freedom Walk who were able to make up this 
day, how deeply moving it was for them. It only confirmed that they are in the right 
place with this organization that is guided by you. I am so very happy that the 
Australians get to do this Make up now on March 25th - Not only to receive the 
amazing opportunity for completion for each of them, but also, that they get to be 
with you in this most profound, strong, unwavering, intimate, tender, compassionate, 
forgiving living example of the Love of God, in human form, that I have only ever felt 
in Kalindi.  
  A few days after that Path Day, I sat in meditation, still stunned and speechless 
by the enormity of what had happened. Then it hit me and I could feel it all through 
me: the Heavens had just opened, through layers and layers of dark stormy clouds, 
and it was The Lord Almighty shining magnificent rays of Light down onto His 
children on earth. I felt embraced, held and so blessed. Our Father, in Heaven… And 
inside of my forehead, it was as if a tiny but strong light responded to His Mighty 
Light.  Tangible movement.  
 
        In love and gratitude,  
        Sara 



 

 

February 16, 2016 
Selia 

Dear Lady, 
 I want to first say thank you for asking us at the first Path Day to get a diary 
so that we may assess our day as David Swanson did. My diary (“Selfless Service 
and Unconditional Love” as you asked us to name it) is with me throughout the day 
so that I can write down immediately the different situations where I am not 
surrendered, in resistance, unloving or any other illusion. Writing it down as soon 
as I can allows me to see it, feel it, walk away and drop it like a hot potato. Then at 
the end of the day I can go back and see what I faced about myself and give myself 
an assessment number. 
 In the inside page I wrote something you said, “The very act of trying, this 
also pleases the Lord, the very act of trying.” It is giving me great comfort in Him to 
know that with my weaknesses I am trying and pleasing Him. There is nothing else 
I want to do but to please Him. 
 As for the Path Day, I had a Divine Love Affair with The Lady. All week I 
was in a place of anticipation to be with Her. Sitting in the center waiting for her 
arrival I kept writing to Her, first writing to Her as my master and then as the 
Beloved. It felt that I connected to the Divine Love The Lady truly is.  
 The Forgiveness Meditation took me to a place where I saw that I had to 
forgive myself for how I was with a couple of women about thirty-five years ago for 
whom I truly felt hatred. In this meditation I could feel deeply: “Please forgive me. I 
am so sorry.” And deeply wish them both well. 
 As for Two Cellos, it felt that this could be new let go music. It felt more 
powerful for me than “Shock to the System” or “Missionary Man” that were two let 
go songs that were extremely intense and powerful for me for letting go.  
 Lady, the Path Day was a day of miracles. How can anyone deny that, “It is 
God that is happening.” And that “With God everything is possible.” 
 Attached is what I wrote during the Path Day while sitting at the beginning 
of the day and during breaks. 
       Love, Selia 
 



 

 

Beloved Master 
You are my gate to Eternal Life. 

Your are the Everything in my life. 
Without you, there is no reason to be here. 

The deeper I dwell within, the greater my love for You. 
I suffocate when I am not in Your Presence. 
Only in your Presence can I breathe deeply. 

Only in your Presence am I alive.  
Only in your Presence do I get a taste of the Eternal. 

I am on my knees in gratitude to Lord Gourasana for bringing forth The Lady. 
 

Beloved 
As I sit here and await Your arrival my heart is bursting in anticipation. 

No other humanly love is as great, profound, deep. 
There are no words to describe the love that exists in the master/disciple 

relationship. 
Is this what it is? Getting freer and freer each day;  

Getting closer and closer to God each day; 
Advancing towards Ultimate Freedom? 

 
Lady of Lord Gourasana 

Rejoice! Joy to the world, the Lord has come! 
Lord, you are here in Your magnificence in The Lady!  

Your Presence! Your Love! Your Humility! 
Today, The Lady said to have as a mantra: 

“I am with Gourasana. Gourasana is with me.” 
Lady, You say this because of the realized truth this mantra is. 

You handed down to us Your realized truth: 
“I am with Gourasana. Gourasana is with me.” 

 
Dear Lord, 

As I sit here waiting for my Beloved Lady, please break my heart wide open to know 
Your heartbreak, Your compassion, and the Patience of the Heavenly Host  

For the people. 



 

 

  



 

 

 February 19, 2016 
                                                                                             Shelley Geffen    
Dear Lady, 

I can’t say exactly what happened to me on our day together, but each topic – 
love of one another, forgiveness – seem to penetrate me deeply because of where you 
are presenting from and how you presents it to us. I feel a penetration that I can 
carry away with me. I had a sense, a physical experience, of how light cannot 
penetrate when I hold on to anything that is not love. I could physically feel a stew 
of darkness when there is hanging on to non-forgiveness or any of the darkness that 
I see in myself in relation to others. 

There was so much discomfort for me in watching Blaise sit for hours 
listening to everything. Yet there was also a knowing that something miraculous 
was unfolding before my eyes. Because of Trust there is patience and a willingness 
to go through the process of purification that we all experienced from different 
perspectives. In seeing the power of the illusion, it is a miracle to see the power of 
the light, to see that the light is more powerful demonstrated right before us.  

All of the day supported me in my focus on Trust. Everyday I am focusing on 
Trust and talking to God all day long and feeling my connection right there from the 
time I wake up in the morning. The Gourasana talk you gave us on surrender is like 
a map to me. As I listened, I wrote down each point and I felt yes, yes, I want to do 
that. I am using the points I wrote down as a check- list for myself. I do feel I am on 
the positive wave and as Gourasana said, the byproduct is that I feel joy and 
excitement everyday, because I feel myself moving forward. The illusion seems less 
real. Life in the illusion seems not important. I feel more separate from the mind 
and the being of illusion and any stories. The most important thing in my life is 
Trust in God. 

Thank you for the wonderful and inspirational music you bring us. I 
experience that music of the right kind can transport me to a different realm of 
depth and can inspire and purify me. I have always thought of music as food for my 
soul.  The 2Cellos are especially inspirational to me.  I love the passion and the 
connection they have with each other. The passion and depth of the playing moves 
me beyond my mind. The cello is especially interesting to me and holds a special 



 

 

place because my beloved father-in law was a classical cellist and played with the St. 
Louis symphony for 30 years as well as in string quartets. My daughters grew up 
with grand pop playing the cello for them.  

You make everything so rich and fulfilling for us in every way. I do feel I am 
living an exciting life with you and God. 
 

I love you so much, 
Shelley 

 
  



 

 

Saturday 5 March 2016  

Stefan Arni - Reykjavik  

 

Dear Lady,  

Thank you for an amazing Path Day that I did with Munich on February 20th. I 
was deeply moved by the atmosphere of forgiveness and openness that you created 
for Blaise to return and that made it possible to have everything exposed in so much 
love. I have not had a personal relationship with Blaise but I still had my share of 
judgments. The day enabled me see and let go of those judgments. In my notebook I 
wrote again and again Humility, Humility, Humility. It is of such prime importance 
for me to keep remembering to pray for humility.  

With love, Stefan Arni  

 
  



 

 

February 17, 2016 
Tara Rose 

 
Dearest Lady, 
 Thank you for an extraordinarily mind-blowing, heart opening, heart 
breaking, awareness shattering, and masterful Path Day.  I feel deeply altered in 
ways that I find difficult to put into words. 
 I was very encouraged by your speaking about Vince and Juan coming into 
their Spiritual Master-hood and that Vince will be receiving a different kind of 
devotional support from his community and will also be reaching far beyond 
Conscious Aging – we are all very blessed – and it would be such a gift to have him 
be here in Denver with us for a period of time. 
 I was very touched by your reading Karin’s letters from her days with Kalindi 
– to feel Kalindi from Karin’s love, devotion and care was breathtaking for me.  And 
I am so glad that those letters were saved and available for those who come who 
will not meet Kalindi in her body.  It is still difficult to really imagine what Kalindi 
went through in Her transformation on our behalf.  She did endure her own 
crucifixion over and over again.  Karin’s letters make her transformation so real 
and personal. 
 Having the 2 Cello’s playing throughout the day with their passion, 
connection, sensuality and openness took me to one level within after another.  
Their music feels like it comes from the heart of their soul and as such seemed to 
connect with each of us in that depth of our own soul.  They held us in that depth 
that seemed to be directed from the heavens for the entire day.  I know for me each 
song kept taking me deeper into a state of awe for all that was happening 
throughout the day. 

 For me the crux of the day was being with Blaise – so lovingly yet powerfully 
held by you to begin to face all that needs to be faced for her re-entry into the 
Mission.  Many times as people were sharing the various transgressions that had 
happened with Blaise I felt so much gratitude for the Forgiveness meditation that 
you had lead us through.  When my mind would start forming judgments about 



 

 

different situations that had happened I was able to return to forgiveness as my 
mantra – and recognizing that ‘there but for the grace of God go I’. 
 Lady, I was not aware of most of what was shared about regarding what 
happened in Australia – it was heart breaking, shocking, and deeply disturbing to 
me.  I was humbled by Blaise’s courage and determination to do what is needed to 
return to the Mission – I can’t even imagine what it was like for her.   

Throughout the day I kept feeling that this is such an amazing example of 
what it is to be purified into God’s immaculate heart – I pray I have as much 
courage and humility.  I was also grateful that Kalindi had laid out guidelines about 
how to hold people who have left the Path and want to return.  Your unconditional 
love for all concerned was palpable and held us tightly throughout the day.  There 
were times when I felt so very, very blessed to be a part of this Mission – where else 
in the world could something so extraordinarily sacred and holy be happening – I 
never wanted the day to end.  Thank you for supporting Blaise, and the others who 
spoke, to come forth with such a depth of transparency – exposing the darkness to 
the blinding light of God. 
 I am very glad for the opportunity to express my love and gratitude to the 
Australians through writing them a beautiful card.  I feel so deeply sorry for all that 
happened to them and at the same time I was uplifted by their letters to Blaise – 
despite all that they have gone through they still were encouraging and loving 
towards her.  All I could feel was the depth of work that they must be continuing to 
do in order to have realized the words that they wrote.  I am so impressed by the 
strength, love and humility that they have found.  I pray that this day is very 
healing for them when they have the chance to experience it themselves.   

Lady, my heart was bursting at the depth of your own humility as you 
apologized to each of them for what had happened.  I was also praying that you 
never ever have to do that again. 
 
 I think what I have taken away from the day is a renewed commitment to 
find more humility – constantly.  I can see how lost I am and we all are, without it. 
And even the simple, small acts of humility are important and that it is the illusion 
that tells me that ‘it doesn’t matter.’ I will find your quote on Humility that we lived 



 

 

by during the Ashram of the Master and recommit to taking action and reading it 
frequently again. 

I am floored by the power and insidiousness of the illusion and how quickly it 
can come in to us through the indulgence of our own separate will and wreak havoc 
on all that is real and true – and damage the Mission and those around us.  I am 
becoming more aware of the constant vigilance that I need to incorporate so as not 
to become totally captured.   
  My words seem so inadequate in doing justice to the power and magnitude of 
what you brought forth – it feels like it will be felt and reckoned with for some time 
to come. 
 
      With deep gratitude and love, 
 
      Tara 
  



 

 

February 29, 2016 
Tor Dahle 
Munich 

Dear Lady 
Words seem so poor when I try to express my gratitude for you and the last 

Path Day you gave us. It keeps landing in me and expanding as I revisit my notes 
and reflect on what you brought in. What happened with and to Blaise and the 
people she deeply affected was a miracle to me. To me that proved that love 
conquers all when we sincerely desire truth and freedom. 

It was hard to believe, but I saw it happening. The forgiveness, the 
compassion, the owning up, the exposing, the uncompromising holding of the line, 
the non-judgment, the awareness, the humility, the reverence, the respect and 
recognition.  

And your forgiveness meditation put it all in the proper perspective, thank 
you. It was humbling and inspiring. I am grateful to recognize my ignorance in 
those moments. 

I see how much deeper I need to go. I started to get up ½ hour earlier to go 
deeper and develop a more personal relationship with Gourasana. That is also how I 
end my days. How I start and end my days is really important because I often get 
into some dark places during the night.  

You told us to “work the words of truth”. I need signposts throughout the day, 
reading spiritual truths or listening to talks helps me keep on track and it helps me 
discipline my mind. I also pray or have conversations with God as I work, I 
constantly need to pay attention to my mind, who and what I am listening to and 
engage with. 
Thank you for Rumi, Hafiz and the novel. One paragraph from “The 40 Rules of 
Love” that really haunts me is,  “At the end of the day aren’t we all put on trial? 
Every day, every passing minute, God asks us, Do you remember the covenant we 
made before you were sent to this world? Do you understand your role in revealing 
My treasure?” (Page 290 I my version) 

I do not see from the Christian angle of guilt but from a promise I have made. 
I do not understand my role yet but I do have one and my understanding is that I 



 

 

will not be free nor find peace until that is all that consumes me. This brings me to 
my knees because it is what my soul longs for. My heart knows that. In the end it 
will all be because of love of Him. And I like it as a measuring stick at the end of the 
day. 

I love what is happening Lady, tangible movement. I feel it in myself and see 
it in others. 

Intimacy. I want to feel closer to you Lady.  I feel close, but from a distance; I 
will keep coming towards you. 

I need you Lady. I am lost and definitely a fool.   
 

I love you, 
 

Tor 
 
  



 

 

February 17, 2016 
Torsten Ader  

Dear Lady,  
Your truly integral approach of the Path Day with such a difficult, complex 

topic has left me thunderstruck. Trying to put me in your shoes and understanding 
your perspective requires instant and continuous waking up of my awareness. I am 
in awe with how much care and sovereignty you handle even the most difficult and 
intimate human circumstances.  

Thank you for taking us step by step through everything what happened in 
Australia. The process of detailed and honest unravelling enabled me to get a 
neutral and unprejudiced understanding. Till this day I had a very diffuse picture 
about what truly happened. The dimension of consequences for the Australian 
community caused by fatal breakdown in leadership is gut wrenching.  

Listening to the personal letters of each one of the Australians was so 
disillusioning and heart breaking. Becoming aware about the situation in Australia 
let me review my own experiences in Munich with different eyes. This Saturday I 
could see for myself that as painful and incomprehensible the situations in Munich 
and Australia were the only chance for not getting defeated is to never give up. 
I remember very well that you called me up when I was in the trenches and broken 
after Scotti left. Thank you for putting your arms around Australia, after this day 
they can start refined, renewed, and bring their ship again on Gourasana’s course 
not burdened by the past anymore. Now they know everything and can move on. 

You opened the door for Blaise’s to coming back. I learn a lot about being 
thorough, the program you put Blaze in sounds solid and waterproof. I consider this 
a foundational teaching for coming generations about how to deal with people who 
turned against the Mission and want to come back into the Mission again. This day 
gives me so much more confidence in our Mission.  

Marcus is a close friend of mine and he answered me with his sharing all 
open questions I had about his role with Jim. I bet this will be for Munich a big day. 
All of the speakers impressed me deeply with their self-honesty and spiritual 
capacity to overcome separation. Daniel’s analysis, the depth of it, the straight 



 

 

forwardness in it and his heartfelt ability to forgive were an example of 
unconditional love. That is the kind of love we preach about.  

Tomorrow starts my 4-day leadership course here in San Francisco. Zia 
offered me to stay with her in her house. She staffs that course also. I think that is 
a perfect arrangement. The both of us move into new unknown territories. She 
applied yesterday for the Path and I go in complete unknown areas of leadership 
training.  
The qualification I need to become a CEO is to always do it out of my love for the 
Mission and my knowing who Gourasana is.  

Robert Dunham, who is the leader of this course, gave me already my first 
assignment: Worries are a complete waste of time, I have to stop that. This 
assignment correlates very much with your request to the To G group to let our 
concerns about the future go. The good thing is that I know already that Gourasana 
is in control of everything. My task is to keep my mind under control and to live 
according to my consciousness.  
 

Sending you my love, 
Torsten 

 
  



 

 

March 11, 2016 
Torsten Ader 
Boulder Team House 

Dear Lady,  
In the morning of last Tuesday I joined a Path sharing night with Munich. 

Juan stepped up powerfully talking about his assignment to transform into 
spiritual Master-hood this year in Munich. He explained that becoming a Master is 
not just a huge step for him; it is a big shift in focus and consciousness for the 
Munich Center as a whole. Every single one’s commitment is needed. Juan is not 
able to say yes to his destiny without all of us. He asked everyone to give a full-
blown commitment to stand up for him side by side with all of us. Everyone 
appreciated Juan’s forth coming and assured full support.  

The Munich Path did a first most important step and more need to follow. 
How glorious for Munich. We are able to host a Master again amongst our midst. It 
is the resurrection of spiritual Master-hood in Munich. As well I see it as a collective 
re-establishment of trust and faith in spiritual life. A corner stone of our Center is 
falling back on its right place again. I am looking forward to the unfolding of our 
Center as a spiritual break free Center for Europe. 
• Points about the excerpt from Kalindi “Don’t change anything”  
This excerpt is a backbone statement and guideline for any kind of leadership in our 
Mission. I promise to keep on doing my spiritual work so that I get more and more 
saturated in Gourasana’s love and will. The Mission Seminar 1 was a strategic 
point bringing back the sourcing as the foundation for the workings and planning’s 
of our Mission. I want to help with getting the sourcing out of the bookshelves, 
learning to understand the sourcing, being fully tuned in Gourasana’s intent, 
finding the answers for today and keeping our Mission on course.  
• Points about the Gourasana’s talk “Getting captured by the illusion” 
Over the past years I had to observe many ways of people leaving our 
Mission. Listening to Gourasana’s talk and His analysis about how the illusion 
captures people feels like sandpaper on my heart. Every illusory trade he describes 
in His talk correlates with too many practical examples in my life. A few people left 
without building a case, I want to mention them, because they didn’t shut the doors 



 

 

for the love.  Most people who left did come up with a story that would justify their 
leaving. It is fact that the illusion works very intelligently. The slow and small steps 
of the illusion are very sinister. They do not seem to be significant but eat up day-
by-day all of the spiritual life substance until the day people come to the conclusion 
they have to leave the Mission.  

Gourasana gave us His meditation so we have a chance to purge out the 
disappointments, hurts, doubts, and everything else that opposes God. In the 
moment I build a case against the Mission or its leaders I do not see the solution 
anymore in my hands, releasing my own charge doesn’t seem to be important 
anymore. Conversations with my friends who left have a common thread. All of 
those friends have deep, unresolved feelings going on with God and they do not 
want to face it. They are ok with those feelings and insist on having them. Blaming 
others is just a way of not taking responsibility for my own life.  
 Feeling Allen’s and Christina’s desire to be in our group is so refreshing, that 
is the right spirit. Everyone should be so proud to be a member of this far-out group.  
I am sure Gourasana is in joy watching us. 
 

Sending my love to you, 
Torsten 

 
  



 

 

From The Lady: While Torsten was in Denver, there was a sharing circle after a 
meditation. Monique shared with me what Torsten said in his sharing, and I asked 
her to write it up for me. This is Monique’s recollection of what he shared: 
 
This is in my words what I heard Torsten share during our sharing circle: 
 
He had lost trust around Masters after the experience he had in Munich with Scotti 
and Hana.  The said the word Master did not have a meaning for him anymore.  He 
felt so uplifted and could feel the difference in how you are setting it up now.  He 
could feel the purity of it and the true meaning of what a Master is and how you are 
bringing up the new generation of Masters.  That gave him trust again and hope for 
the future that it will be different than how it was in the past.  That there are 
checks and balances and that you are personally holding the Masters.  He was so 
grateful for Germany that they have Juan and how different the feeling is with 
Juan and how you would be involved with Juan manifesting into him being a 
Master in Germany. He likes how thorough you are with things.   
 
I had Bartleby check this summary and he agreed and Bartleby added one more 
point that he remembered of Torstens sharing: 
 
Torsten said : 
When The Lady does these Path Days he feels like she has Gourasana standing 
behind her.  
 
  



 

 

Tuesday, February 16, 2016 
Tricia Randall 

 
Dear Lady. 
 My heart is being ripped open – defenses down – desire increasing – no 
control, just allowing God to strip me clean. I wake up in the morning in tears, go 
through my day in vulnerability and unknowing and go to bed at night in deep, 
deep prayer to God to keep opening me up. I’m on the top of the wave of movement, 
hands up, screaming into my towel, tears running down my face …  Oh my God, 
please take me all the way Home, back into your loving arms – there is nothing in 
the world that I desire – my soul is on fire and I am humbly laying at your feet in 
Your Will. 
 During this last Path Day during the purification of Blaise, I was looking 
within at all of the times I’ve done the same thing, said the same words, held the 
same judgments, thought that I knew something or knew how something should be.  
Dear Sweet Jesus, please forgive me – I didn’t even know. And at the same time, 
forgiving myself, others, the situation, this material world… the only thing that 
matters anymore is returning Home – and I know I’m making it, one minute at a 
time, one mistake at a time, one prayer at a time, one random act of kindness at a 
time, one letting go at a time – step by step walking Home. 
 Our house met Sunday night (the night after Path Day) and had an 
incredible opening and exposing of separation and judgments along with our depth 
of love and care for each other.  Everyone here is moving so fast, opening up, letting 
go, gaining realizations and awarenesses that were so hard to come by a few months 
ago.  I’m so inspired by everyone. 

I am out of words, just deep love in my heart for You and your Love for me. 
 Doing my part in Love and Ecstasy, 
   Tricia 

 
  



 

 

February 15, 2016 
Siggi  
Boulder  

Dearest Lady  
Thank You for another incredibly powerful and moving Path Day. I was 

indeed thunderstruck and left in awe of the power and presence of Lord Gourasana, 
that was so tangibly felt while being in Your presence on Saturday. Your profound 
integrity and fierce determination in the battle against the illusion is a testament 
for everyone on Path, which will help and guide us in maintaining the purity of the 
Mission, as we face the darkness again and again in the coming future. 
There are so many things to be grateful for. First I would like to mention the holy 
news of Vince and Juan coming into their life as Masters. When You spoke of them 
my heart was overjoyed as I can only see this step as a true “giant leap for mankind” 
and the greatest news I have heard in a very, very long time. I am so very happy for 
the people who are, and will be, blessed by receiving their guidance into freedom 
and union with God.  

As I write this letter I feel my words to be very insignificant compared to the 
giant feeling of gratitude I have in my heart. I can hardly start to describe how 
affected I am by Your embrace of Blaise and her return to the Mission. It was 
miraculous. Your example of showing true and pure forgiveness, compassion and 
humility, while every shred of darkness simultaneously needs to be shared and 
faced by everyone involved in the conflict, had a phenomenally powerful affect on 
me. It was physically painful, it was heart breaking, it was mind blowing. It was 
exposing the immense power of the illusion, while demonstrating that the power of 
God is the only power greater than the power of the illusion. It has taken me a few 
days to recover from the impact of this day and I am still coming to terms with the 
grandness of it all. I feel vulnerable and fragile while grateful and fortified. The fact 
that the illusion can capture me at any moment and take me away from 
Gourasana’s Mission, and turn me against it, is very seriously imbedded in my 
consciousness after the Path Day on Saturday. So is the importance of practicing 
humility, of the greatest degree, which Gourasana said is opposite to the feeling of 
the being of illusion.  



 

 

I am looking very much forward to hearing Your talks on illusory love. 
Lastly I want to thank You from the bottom of my heart for constantly bringing 
great new music to the Path and the Mission. You are such an inspiration and a 
great example of constant change, constant movement, constant open mind to 
finding new creative ways to bring people to the depth of heart. I loved all the music 
and the videos You played for us.  

I feel that the Path Day on Saturday was very much about securing the 
longevity of the Mission, by the way of all Your disciples learning from You how to 
stand in purity and strength of humility, no matter what, against the insidious 
nature and ever present danger of the illusion.   

I love You very much.  
 

With gratitude always, 
Siggi  

 
  



 

 

          February 15, 2016 
          Claire Easton 
Dear Lady, 

What happened at the Blaise Path Day was an undeniable demonstration of 
what this Mission really is – of what sets us apart from the ocean of 
transformational offerings in the world.  This couldn’t have happened anywhere else.  
You took us through the process of fully exposing every bit of the darkness that took 
Blaise over, and the devastating consequences it had to the Mission and to many 
people.  You shined an unflinching light on it all.  There was no trace of sentiment 
in the love and the light that was brought to bear on healing these deep wounds. 

By starting with that remarkable forgiveness meditation, You laid the 
groundwork for us to move with You through seeing Blaise’s darkness laid bare – 
giving no room for judgment, creating the space in us to discover real forgiveness 
and love for her.  It was masterful the way You wove into the day Your reading from 
Blaise’s letters to You, so we were all drawn into her progress of making her way 
back into You, and her finding real contrition.  I think we all felt how easily, given 
the right circumstances, any one of us could have been taken in the way that Blaise 
was taken. 

Only a saint could have sat in that chair, so open and vulnerable, in the way 
that Blaise did.  That in itself was a miracle, that could only have happened here in 
the Vortex, held within Your relentless, unflinching, unconditional love, and in the 
potency of His power, energy, and pure light. 

Lady, when You read the letters from the Australians, we felt so much more 
deeply their devastation.  As You told each of them how sorry You were, it felt like 
God Himself was reaching out to them with a personal apology.  As You read 
Lyndy’s letter, and had to pause in Your reading because You were so deeply 
distressed – I don’t know how to describe how deeply I felt what was happening.  By 
the time You finished reading their letters, I felt like we were all on a razor’s edge, 
about to plunge into despair.  But that’s when You started the meditation and He 
just ripped into the room.  I’ve never experienced anything quite like it.  The deep, 
deep feelings that had opened up could have taken us into a dark place, but instead 



 

 

they served as the opening for Him to storm into us, to charge into our beings and 
take massive territory for the Light.  These words fall short – they always do. 

Lady, in this letter I feel compelled to capitalize my references to You.  I am 
witnessing before my eyes the growing manifestation of a Being who staggers me.  
Your presence brings the True Realm into this place.  Again, words fall short. 

The fact that there are two Masters and upcoming Masters who are ready to 
help You break us free is a turning point.  A hundred of us will make it in Your 
lifetime.  I will do my work and I will make it, and I will help others to make it.  I 
will do what He would have me do. 

Lady, my life gets more incredible every day, and that’s possible because of 
You.  Thank You for saying yes to being the one to stay embodied here and break us 
free. 
 

With all my love and gratitude,  
 

Claire 
  



 

 

March 10, 2016 
Jack 

Dearest Lady,  
What an unbelievable creation the Path day was. Thank you for conducting a 

true ‘Miracle of Love’ – a sacred Symphony of Truth, Forgiveness, Love and music. 
The music you had chosen was exceptional and moved me all day. Thank you for 
introducing the 2 Cellos, the Piano Guys and the other artists to us! Amazing! 
 I love that the 2 Cellos play both rock and classical music – it looks like they are 
pushing forward into a new frontier of passionate, deeply moving music. 

The most powerful part of the day for me was the Forgiveness Meditation. I 
felt being taken by you into a space of Truth, Love and pure Consciousness were my 
own consciousness shifted and aligned with yours/His. Some people came to my 
mind where there was still some hurt and pain in me and I was able to forgive them 
on this high level. I have been moving with the forgiveness theme and two days 
after the Path day different emotions like pain and anger came up and I continued 
to forgive and release the emotions. What a most powerful meditation you gave us. 
Thank you very much.  

I have been moving deeply ever since the Path day. Mostly not knowing what 
I am going through, deep pain, longing, agony and coming through into more light 
and love. 

I very much appreciate the courage and faith of Blaise and felt her sincere 
regret. A miracle of Gourasana that she made it back in so much humility. It 
reminded me of the parable of Jesus of the Prodigal Son. The lost son, upon his 
return to his home and his father gets more love and appreciation from the father 
than the son who had been home all along, because he was lost and came back. 

This was a historical day and I was moved how thorough you were, to have 
everything exposed honestly and how you dealt with this from the highest possible 
way and showed so much compassion, mercy and love, which was healing for 
everyone. 
 



 

 

 I was impressed how you worked with Daniel, using this opportunity to have 
him do very deep work. And I was touched how he took it on and thus created a 
huge opening and letting go for him and his freedom. 

To see Daniel and Blaise come together in love was almost another miracle – 
forgiveness demonstrated, Love of God in action. 

I realized how so much healing could only happen because Blaise came back 
and it feels like the tail end of the purification phase. 

Personally I continue to improve slowly, still going up and down. I have good 
and bad ‘body days’ as Vince has me call them, which is helpful. I continue to 
practice detachment from my body and mind and acceptance of where my body is at, 
at this time. My goal is to become equipoised no matter how the body feels. 

I love the exchanges with Vince and our friendship is deepening. 
I am looking for a simple job, yet nothing has shown up yet. 
I love you very much, sweet Lady. 
 

In the deepest gratitude,  
your Jack 

 


